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Executive Summary

Stabilization and structural adjustment dominated economic policy in Mada
gascar during the 1980s. IMF standby agreements started in 1981, and a succes
sion of World Bank and bilateral structural adjustment and sectoral loans
designed to restore macroeconomic balances and liberalize markets followed.
Early in the reform process, the debate over whether the policy changes were
adversely affecting the poor caused serious contention. Using available infor
mation on prices, household income, and expenditure patterns, and published
survey results, Dorosh, Bernier, and Sarris (1990) provided evidence that the
adverse effects of adjustment policies, per se, were more limited.

Previous work on structural adjustment has analyzed the impacts of adjust
ment policies in a partial equilibrium context, but generally not the role of price
changes in economic activity and household welfare. This study used a com
putable general equilibrium (CGE) model of the Madagascar economy, based on
a disaggregated social accounting matrix (SAM) for 1984, to analyze the impacts
of policy and exogenous shocks on household incomes. The model simulations
are designed to show the effects of major elements of the policy reforms
undertaken in the 1980s, especially on lower income households. The effects of
government policies on the poor are no less important in current debates over
government policy options and development strategy. With many ofthe planned
reforms in place by 1989 and renewed vitality in the economy, concerns over
the distribution of the benefits of growth have superseded concerns over the
costs of adjustment. Although renewed growth in the Malagasy economy has
been sidetracked in the last two years, largely because of the political upheaval,
the form offuture economic growth will have profound implications for poverty
alleviation.

THE MALAGASY ECONOMY AND ECONOMIC
POLICY IN "rHE 19805

Like many low-income countries, the agricultural and service sectors predom
inate over the Malagasy economy, and the small industrial sector lags behind.
In 1989, services accounted for 49 percent of GDP, agriculture 29 percent, and
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industry only 13 percent of GOP. Less than 20 percent of the population lives in
urban areas.

Madagascar's agriculture differs from that of most of sub-Saharan Africa
because of the pre-dominance of irrigated land, especially on the densely
populated high plateau, which ranges from the north to the south in the center
of the island. Export crops (mainly coffee, cloves, and vanilla), grown primarily
by smallholders on the East Coast, account for over 50 percent of total exports.

Economic Policies in the 1980s

At the start of the 1980s, severe macroeconomic imbalances plagued the
Malagasy economy. The "invest to the limit" development strategy of the late
1970s had led to a huge surge of imports, unsustainable balance-of-payments
deficits, large government budget deficits, and accelerated growth in the money
supply. The current account deficit reached 16.9 percent of GOP in 1981, and
inflation jumped from 9.1 percent per year in 1977 to 23.8 percent per year in
1981.

Between 1981 and 1984, macroeconomic adjustment in Madagascar focused
largely on stabilization efforts endorsed by the IMF. Cuts in public investment
and other government expenditures quickly reduced aggregate demand. Initial
efforts to liberalize rice markets were made and the consumer rice subsidy was
greatly reduced. These stabilization efforts achieved their major goals: by 1984
inflation had dropped to 10.3 percent per year and the trade deficit was cut to
only 5.0 percent of GOP. However, real GOP also fell sharply, by 5.4 percent
between 1979-1981 and 1982-1984.

Structural adjustment reforms designed to restore growth enjoyed relatively
little success until 1988, when trade was radically liberalized. Thereafter, in
1989 and 1990, Madagascar's'per capita GOP grew for the first time since the
unsustainable surge of the investment boom at the start of the decade. A decline
in world export prices, together with domestic credit expansion, contributed to
balance-of-payments difficulties in 1991. More important, political protests
forced a temporary closing of the major port, Toamasina, in mid-1991, and
continued political uncertainty has hindered government development efforts,
discouraged private investment, and stalled foreign aid inflows.

MODEL DESCRIPTION

Chapter 3 presents the database for the CGE model, the SAM and describes the
model itself. The CGE model used in the analysis follows in the tradition of
"neoclassical structuralist" CGE models for developing countries. Although
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some quantitative restrictions and rents are included, in general both prices and
quantities adjust to clear markets.

This first attempt at a disaggregated CGE analysis ofMadagascar captures key
characteristics of the Malagasy economy, described in the structure of the SAM.

The SAM consists of 27 production activities producing 15 commodities. There
are nine factors of production: three kinds of labor (skilled, semi-skilled, and
unskilled), two kinds of nonfarm capital (formal and informal sector), and four
types of farm capital and land (belonging to small farmers in the Plateau, East
Coast, and West and South zones, and to large farmers). The SAM specifies 11
institutions: eight households (urban skilled, urban semi-skilled, and urban
unskilled, rural rich, small farmers in the three zones, and rural nonagricultural),
formal sector enterprises, public administration and the Rest of World.

The agricultural sector is disaggregated so as to separately model both the
heavy reliance on export crops as a source of foreign exchange and government
tax revenues and the major role ofrice in agricultural production, rural incomes,
household consumption, and imports. Likewise, the small manufacturing sector
reliant on imported inputs, the structure of investment spending, and the large
weight of the rural poor in total population derive from the base data underlying
the model. Underemployment of labor, especially unskilled labor, is modeled
along with quantitative restrictions on imports that were in place before trade
was liberalized in 1987 and 1988. By incorporating these features of the
Malagasy economy, the model results thus provide insight into the effects of
government policy on the poor.

STABILIZATION AND STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT
POLICY SIMULATIONS

Chapter 4 poses the question of how the stabilization and structural adjustment
policies of the Malagasy government during the 1980s affect income distribu
tion and the welfare of the poor. To address this question, the CGE model is used
to simulate key aspects of the investment boom, stabilization and structural
adjustment policies of the late 1970s and 1980s. No attempt is made here to
,model the actual magnitudes of the policy shocks, such as changes in the
absolute levels of foreign borrowing, or the sequence of policy shocks.

Four simulations are conducted. The first models the effects ofa large foreign
borrowing-financed investment boom and later stabilization. The second shows
the impact of increased rice imports on incomes. The third and fourth simula
tions model the effects of trade liberalization on income distribution, first by
assuming no change in foreign savings (simulation 3), and then assuming a 20
percent reduction in foreign savings (simulation 4).
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An inflow of foreign savings benefits all household groups to some extent,
but the simulated investment boom benefits the urban households the most,
largely, because of patterns of investment spending (Simulation 1). The urban
rich see their non-rent incomes increase by 19.9 percent during the first year of
the investment boom, while urban middle income households see a 4.8 percent
increase in household income relative to the base run. The rural poor see their
incomes increase by about 2.6 percent, on average. Stabilization measures such
as a decline in foreign savings have their largest negative impact on urban
households (whose incomes fall by 2.2 to 5.8 percent in year 6) Rural
households' incomes fall by 2.6 to 4.3 percent in year 6 of the simulation.

Rice imports in 1980 were 90 percent higher in per capita terms than in 1984
under the stabilization program. Simulation 2 models the effects of using
additional foreign capital inflows to restore rice imports to their earlier levels.
In general, with higher rice imports, urban households fare better than do rural
ones, due to increased investment spending and to a decline in consumer prices
for rice. Rice producers, on the other hand, see small declines in their incomes
as increased aggregate demand is not enough to offset the adverse effects of
lower rice producer prices.

Trade liberalization improves both efficiency and equity, redistributing in
come away from those who capture quota rents and boosting incentives to
produce tradable goods, an important income source in rural areas. Urban
high-income households see large declines in real income relative to the base
run, while, even with reduced capital inflows, all other household groups see
increases of 3.7 to 8.8 percent, with significant increases going to urban
middle-income and rural East Coast (export crop producing) households (Sim
ulation 4, year 6).

Together, the four simulations ofmacroeconomic policy changes in the 1980s
suggest that stabilization and structural adjustment policies in Madagascar have
not adversely affected the bulk of the poor, that is the rural poor.

ALTERNATIVE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES

Chapter 5 contains an analysis ofalternative growth strategies and current policy
issues involving investment, trade, and aid strategies, using the Madagascar CGE

model. The first two simulations model the effects of untied balance-of
payments support and aid-financed fertilizer imports destined for use on paddy
fields. Four simulations ofalternative development stratt:~gies focusing on export
crops, mining, and textiles follow. Finally, three current policy issues are
modeled: a rice import tariff, increased government expenditures, and an
exchange rate devaluation.
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All the simulations focus on how these policy measures affect lower income
groups in Madagascar. A common thread runs through this analysis: how
investments and policy changes affect the real exchange rate, and how total
levels of investment strongly detennine the income distribution outcomes.

Across the wide' array of simulations presented in this chapter, the policy
interventions generate the greatest benefits for urban households with skilled
labor and for those who capture most of the returns to capital. Rural households
receive few indirect benefits from increased investment spending and often gain
less than other households when increased foreign savings or new investment
leads to an appreciation of the real exchange rate.

These simulations mainly demonstrate that apart from the direct effects of a
policy on sectoral output - as in the case of an investment in a given sector, an
import tariff on a sector's output, or changes in government expenditures - the
urban bias in investment spending and the appreciation of the real exchange rate
that accompanies capital inflows tend to worsen income distribution, often to
the disadvantage of the rural poor. Changes in the pattern of investment
spending or offsetting macroeconomic policies to prevent an appreciation of the
real exchange rate could be more equitable.

CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Madagascar's investment boom, external shocks, and stabilization and struc
tural adjustment policies caused macroeconomic aggregates to fluctuate wildly
in the late 1970s and throughout the 1980s. The purpose of the model simula
tions is not to exactly measure the effects of policies. Parameter values in the
model are known only approximately and the model results should be regarded
accordingly. More important than the exact numbers, however, is an understand
ing of how, and how much, policies and external shocks affect household
incomes.

The simulation results point to three key mechanisms in the detennination of
the impact ofmacroeconomic policies on household incomes: the real exchange
rate, investment levels, and aggregate demand effects. Real exchange rate
changes, whether caused by changes in trade policy, foreign capital inflows, or
other factors, largely detennine producer and consumer incentives in the econ
omy. Policies that result in a depreciation ofthe real exchange rate tend to benefit
the agricultural sector and small fanners, who constitute the bulk of the poor in
Madagascar. Increased government savings and total investment, on the other
hand, tend to benefit higher income, urban households, who gain most from
gains in the industrial and construction sectors. These effects result from an
urban bias in the destination of investment as well as in the composition of
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investment goods - factors held fixed in the model simulations. Investing more
in rural activities, using more unskilled labor and local materials, is likely to
more positively affect the poor. Finally, because of considerable underemploy
ment ofunskilled labor, the supply ofnontraded goods is relatively elastic. Thus,
there are positive multiplier effects resulting from increases in aggregate de
mand, regardless of the source.

In most of the simulations, urban high-income households, not the poor, are
more affected by policy changes and external shocks than are other household
groups. Urban high-income households own significant amounts of two of the
most scarce resources in the Mal~gasy economy: capital and skilled labor. Thus,
policy-induced changes in the formal sector and in the levels of investment
create major changes in the incomes of the richer households. These households
gained the most from the investment boom and lost the most fromthe economic
contraction during the stabilization period -one reason why adjustment policies
were initially so strongly resisted in Madagascar, as elsewhere in sub-Saharan
Africa. Those households also enjoyed rents emanating from trade restrictions,
so trade liberalization sharply lowered their real incomes.

The simulations strongly suggest that by contrast, lower income households
in Madagascar, particularly small farmers, gained little from the investment
boom of the late 1970s and early 1980s and they suffered relatively less from
the stabilization measures undertaken. Moreover, trade liberalization, a major
part of the structural adjustment package in the 1980s, benefited not only small
farmers, but the urban poor and the nonfarm rural poor as well.

These results may s'urprise many because a number of other studies have
focused on the urban poor, which in Madagascar (at least in the capital city
where subsidized rice was generally available) actually suffered significantly
when the government eliminated the rice subsidies during the stabilization in
the early 1980s. This urban bias has occurred partly because data with which to
assess changes in rural real incomes is lacking. Too often, however, the
perception that macroeconomic reform harms the poor is derived from a false
before and after comparison, which fails to recognize that the situation before
the reform cannot be sustained. The analysis here suggests that stabilization
measures do indeed reduce real incomes throughout the economy. The bulk of
the adjustment, however is not borne by the rural poor, who in Madagascar
constitute most of the poor, but by urban household groups, particularly the
urban rich. Trade liberalization, which in Madagascar followed the major
stabilization efforts by a period of several years, benefited the poor.

Policy Implications

Sectoral and household level interventions can of course offset the negative
effects of macroeconomic and other policies on income distribution. But inter-
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ventions such as food subsidies and income transfers can be expensive and
difficult to target and administer. Although tax policies can be used to adjust
relative prices of key goods to favor the poor, targeting and enforcement can be
problematic.

The urban bias in development policy effects is not unchangeable, however.
Investment can be more concentrated in rural areas where the bulk of the poor
live and in labor-intensive urban activities. More unskilled labor could be used
in capital construction which would increase demand for labor supplied by poor
households. An appropriate blend of fiscal, monetary, and exchange rate poli
cies can prevent real exchange rate appreciations that hurt the rural poor.

On the level of a single project, the linkages described in this report may be
negligible. Of far more importance is ensuring sound microeconomic and
financial aspects of the project. Yet the overall framework of a development
strategy concerned with poverty cannot ignore the macroeconomic linkages
modeled above. The investment boom of the late 1970s dId not greatly benefit
the poor, and rice policies, while benefiting the urban poor, pushed the rural
poorer population who constitute the bulk of Madagascar's poor into deeper
poverty.

More work must be done to better understand the dynamic implications of
development policy alternatives, especially the interactions among rural savings
and investment, infrastructure, and environmental issues relating to land degra
dation. As more data from household surveys are gathered, the quality of the
social accounting matrix (SAM) underlying the model can be improved, the
reliability of the simulation results can be enhanced, and a deeper understanding
of key components of Madagascar's economy will emerge. Possibly, then,
poverty issues can be incorporated into policy analysis early enough in future
development policies to more equitably distribute the benefits of economic
growth.



1. Introduction

Stabilization and structural adjustment dominated economic policy in Mada
gascar during the 1980s. IMF standby agreements started in 1981, and a succes
sion of World Bank and bilateral structural adjustment and sectoral loans
designed to restore macroeconomic balances and liberalize markets followed.
Early in the reform process, the debate over whether the policy changes were
adversely affecting the poor (see UNICEF 1984) caused serious contention. Using
available information on prices, household income, and expenditure patterns,
and published surveyresults (AIRD 1984, World Bank 1989), Dorosh, Bernier,
and Sarris (1990) provided evidence that the adverse effects of adjustment
policies, per se, were more limited.

Previous work on structural adjustment has analyzed the impacts of adjust
ment policies in a partial equilibrium context, but generally not the role of price
changes in economic activity and household welfare. This study used a com
putable general equilibrium (CGE) model of the Madagascar economy, based on
a disaggregated social accounting matrix (SAM) for 1984, to analyze the impacts
of policy and exogenous shocks on household incomes. The model simulations
are designed to show the effects of major elements of the policy reforms
undertaken in the 1980s, especially on lower-income households.

The effects of government policies on the poor are no less important in current
debates over government policy options and development strategy. With many
of the planned reforms in place by 1989 and renewed vitality in the economy,
concerns over the distribution of the benefits of growth have superseded
concerns over the costs of adjustment. Although renewed growth in the Mala
gasy economy has been sidetracked in the last two years, largely because of the
political upheaval, the form of future economic growth will have profound
implications for poverty alleviation.

This paper presents simulation results of major policies adopted during the
1980s in Madagascar, along with an analysis of several current policy options.
The quantitative results ofthe model simulations illustrate the orders of magni
tude of the effects on income distribution of the policies simulated. More
important, however, is the analytical framework for understanding linkages in
the economy that determine how changes in economic policy and external
conditions affect the poor.

John M
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The CGE model used in the analysis does not break any new theoretical
ground. It follows in the tradition of "neoclassical structuralist" CGE models for
developing countries, begun by Adelman and Robinso~ (1978), and developed
by Dervis, de Melo, and Robinson (1982) and Benjamin and Devarajan (1985),
among others. Although some quantitative restrictions and rents are included,
in general both prices and quantities adjust to clear markets. Unlike the
"maquette" of Bourguignon, Branson, and de Melo (1992), the Madagascar
model does not capture the financial side of the economy.

This first attempt at a disaggregated CGE analysis of Madagascar does,
however, capture key characteristics ofthe Malagasy economy. The agricultural
sector is disaggregated so as to separately model both the heavy reliance on
export crops as a source of foreign exchange and government tax revenues and
the major role of .rice in agricultural production, rural incomes, household
consumption, and imports. Likewise, the small manufacturing sector's reliance
on imported inputs, the structure of investment spending, and the large weight
of the rural poor in total population are derived from the base data underlying
the model. Underemployment of labor, especially unskilled labor, is modeled
along with quantitative restrictions on imports that were in place before trade
was liberalized in 1987 and 1988. By incorporating these features of the
Malagasy economy, the model results thus provide insight into the effects of
government policy on the poor.

The analysis includes several major channels through which to examine how
external shocks and policy changes affect household incomes. Because of the
underemployment of laborin the Malagasy economy, increased aggregate
demand can lead to increases in real output with consequent benefits across all
household groups to some degree. The pattern of investment spending, histori
cally concentrated in urban goods, especially manufacturing and construction,
gives an urban bias to increases in total investment. Most important, deprecia
tion of the real exchange rate, by benefiting producers of tradable goods, tends
to raise rural incomes.

PLAN OF THE MONOGRAPH

Chapter 2 presents a brief overview of the economy of Madagascar and
summarizes key economic policies in Madagascar in the 1980s, drawing on a
more detailed presentation in Dorosh, Bernier, and Sarris (1990). Chapter 3
presents the database for the CGE model, the SAM, and describes the model itself.
Chapter 4 shows the results of the CGE model's simulations of the effects of
major elements of the investment boom, stabilization, and structural adjustment
policies of the late 1970s and 1980s. Chapter 5 analyzes alternative growth
strategies and current policy issues. The final chapter presents the conclusion

.of the study.



2. The Malagasy Economy
and Economic Policy

in the 1980s

This chapter outlines the major characteristics of Madagascar's economy and
reviews the major changes in economic policy since the late 1970s: investment
boom, stabilization, and structural adjustment. The discussion draws heavily
from Dorosh, Bernier, and Sarris (1990), and Dorosh and Bernier (1994).

THE MALAGASY ECONOMY

Like many low-income countries, the agricultural and service sectors predom
inate over the Malagasy economy, and the small industrial sector lags behind.
In 1989, services accounted for 49 percent of GOP, agriculture 29 percent, and
industry only 13 percent of GOP. Less than 20 percent of the population lives in
urban areas.

Although parastatals manage some large farms, traditional smallholders
(whose average farm size is only 1.15 hectares)l carry out the bulk of agricul
tural production. Madagascar's agriculture differs from that of most of sub
Saharan Africa because of the predominance of irrigated land, especially
on the densely populated high plateau, which ranges from the north to the
south in the center of the island. Irrigated areas, planted primarily with rice or
cotton, account for 44 percent of traditional cultivated areas nationwide (MPARA

1988a-d). Rice consumption alone represents 54 percent of total calorie con
sumption (FAO 1984).

The relative importance of agricultural exports (mainly coffee, cloves, and
vanilla) declined during the 1980s because of declines in world prices of coffee
and cloves. Even so, agricultural exports still accounted for 51.5 percent2 of

1 The 1984 Agricultural Census defined traditional fanners as farmers owning ten or fewer
hectares, hiring fewer than five full-time paid workers, and using no specialized modern equipment
or machinery.

2 Including agroindustrial exports such as cloth, preserved meats, and essences ofcloves and ylang
ylang, the share rises to 62 percent (IMF 1991).
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Madagascar's total exports in the 1987-1989 period (down from 65.7 percent
in 1980) (World Bank 1986, 1991).

The fonnal industrial sector engages mainly in import-substitution activities,
such as food processing, textiles, and beverages, and in nontraded sectors, such
as water and electricity. Imports of raw materials, energy, and capital goods
comprise about 70 perceht of the import bill (World Bank 1991). High transport
and marketing costs contribute to the large size of the service sector; marketing
alone accounted for 21 percent of value added in 1984.

Poverty lines for rural and urban households were calculated from food
requirements and typical expenditure patterns. Approximately 37 percent of
households in rural areas, 26 percent of households in small urban areas, and 18
percent of households in the seven large urban areas fall below these poverty
lines (Dorosh, Bernier, and Sarris 1990). Nationally, 34 percent of all house
holds are poor, and 90 percent of these are in rural areas.

ECONOMIC POLICIES IN THE 19805

At the start of the 1980s, severe macroeconomic imbalances plagued· the
Malagasy economy. The "invest to the limit" development strategy of the late
1970s had led to a huge surge of imports, unsustainable balance-of-payments
deficits, large government budget deficits, and accelerated growth in the money
supply (Table 1). The current account deficit reached 16.9 percent of GDP in
1981, and inflation jumped from 9.1 percent per year in 1977 to 23.8 percent
per year in 1981.

Between 1981 and 1984, macroeconomic adjustment in Madagascar focused
largely on stabilization efforts endorsed by the IMF. Cuts in public investment
and other government expenditures quickly reduced aggregate demand. Initial
efforts to liberalize rice markets were made and the consumer rice subsidy was
greatly reduced. These stabilization efforts achieved their major goals: by 1984
inflation had dropped to 10.3 percent per year and the trade deficit was cut to
only 5.0 percent of GDP. However, real GDP also fell sharply, by 5.4 percent
between 1979-1981 and 1982-1984.

Structural adjustment refonns designed to restore growth enjoyed relatively
little success until 1988, when trade was radically liberalized. Thereafter, in
1989 and 1990, Madagascar's per capita GDP grew for the first time since the
unsustainable surge of the investment boom at the start of the decade (Table 2).
A decline in world export prices, together with domestic credit expansion,
contributed to balance-of-payments difficulties in 1991. More important, polit
ical protests forced a temporary closing of the major port, Toamasina, in
mid-1991, and continued political uncertainty has hindered government devel
opment efforts, discouraged private investment, and stalled foreign aid inflows.
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Table 1 - Madagascar: Macroeconomic Summary, 1961-1980

1961-1972 1973-1977 1978-1980

Real GOP (billion 1984 FMG) 1,189.00 1,712.90 1,797.60

Real GOP per capita
(billion 1984 FMG) 188.30 224.30 212.10

Average GOP growth rate (percent) 2.87 -0.01 2.70

Annual percentage change
in GOP deflator

Average 3.70 11.60 11.00
End of period 5.20 8.60 15.00

Trade deficit/GoP (percent)
Average 5.80 -4.10 -13.00
End of period 3.30 -3.60 -16.40

Budget deficit/GoP (percent)a
Average 0.80 -3.28 10.05
End of period 3.80 -6.28 14.51

Rice imports (1,000 tons)
Average -11.00 86.00 161.00
End of period 13.00 95.00 176.00

Exchange rate (FMG/dollar)
Average 252.00 233.00 217.00
End of period 253.00 226.00 211.00

Industrial value added
(billion 1984 FMG)

Average 211.00 252.70 267.60
End of period 237.00 262.40 265.50

Sources: Pryor (1988) for 1961-1972; World Bank (1991) for 1973-80.
a Budget deficit on a commitment basis.
Note: Industrial value added 1961-1972 in factor prices, all other years in market

prices.

Adjustment policies and external shocks affected the poor through relatively
clear channels. Rice subsidies and large quantities of imports heavily favored
urban consumers, especially in the capital city, Antananarivo, over rice produc
ers. The investment boom of the late 1970s and the early 1980s favored large
industrial projects, spurring economic activity and (especially urban) incomes.
Even though nominal devaluations and fiscal discipline changed the real ex
change rate, real producer prices of export crops changed little during the
decade. First the increases in the export tax rate and later a decline in world
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Table 2 - Madagascar: Macroeconomic Summary, 1981-1989

1981-1982 1983-1987 1988-1989

Real GOP (billion 1984 FMG) 1,667.00 1,880.00 1,880.00

Real GOP per capita
(billion 1984 FMG) 183.60 170.30 164.60

Average GOP growth rate (percent) -5.80 1.40 4.40

Annual percentage change
in GOP deflator

Average 27.60 16.10 16.30
End of period 28.60 22.80 10.20

Trade de'ficit/GoP (percent)
Average -10.40 -5.90 -5.90
End of period -9.40 -4.60 -5.20

Budgetdeficit/GoP (percent)a
Average -9.60 -3.70 -5.60
End of period -7.10 -3.30 -7.90

Rice imports (1,000 tons)
Average 272.00 130.00 101.00
End of period 351.00 94.00 112.00

Exchange rate (FMG/dollar)
Average 311.00 683.00 1,505.00
End of period 350.00 1,069.00 1,465.00

Industrial value added
(billion 1984FMG)

Average 204.00 203.00 241.00
End of period 197.00 22.00 250.00

Sources: World Bank (1991); IMF (1988, 1991).
a Budget deficit on a commitment basis.

prices and concurrent (but independent) liberalization of export crop marketing
kept real producer prices low. The magnitudes of the above effects and their
interactions are not straightforward, however, and require a more formal anal
ysis, which is the main purpose of this monograph.



3. Model Description

Analyses of economic policies have relied on CGE models since the early 1960s.
Johansen (1960) constructed the first CGE model based on the Norwegian
economy. Since then, numerous researchers have formulated CGE models for
developing countries, including Adelman and Robinson (1978) for South Korea,
Taylor et al. (1980) for Brazil, Benjamin and Devarajan (1985) for Cameroon,
and Thorbecke et al. (1989) for Indonesia?

The CGE model for Madagascar is designed to analyze the effects of structural
adjustment and other government policies on income distribution. A SAM for
Madagascar's economy in 1984 is the database for the model (Dorosh et al.
1991). The Madagascar model presented here is a "neoclassical structuralist"
CGE model following earlier work by Adelman and Robinson (1978), Dervis,
de Melo, and Robinson (1982), and Benjamin and Devarajan (1985), among
others. Adapted from a static model for Cameroon (Condon, Dahl, and
Devarajan 1987), the Madagascar model further disaggregates production ac
tivities, households, and institutions than does the aforementioned Cameroon
model. The Madagascar model also draws some of its features from Sarris
(1990).

The Madagascar model does not include equations or variables for the
financial side of the economy, unlike in the "maquette" of Bourguignon,
Branson, and de Melo (1992). The model determines only relative prices; the
absolute price level (and thus inflation) are exogenous.

This chapter briefly outlines the main structure of the model.4 Special features
of the model central to the policy issues analyzed - equations to model rice
subsidies and quantitative restrictions on imports - are described in greater
detail later in this study.

3 Decaluwe and Martens (1988) present a survey of 73 applications of CGE models to developing
countries.

4 Dorosh (1992) fully describes the static version of the Madagascar CGE model.
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THE SOCIAL ACCOUNTING MATRIX

The SAM that serves as the database for the model contains 27 activities that
produce 15 commodities (Table 3). Three separate technologies (activities) are
specified for paddy: small farm irrigated, large farm irrigated and upland. Two
technologies are given for both export crops and industrial crops: large and small
farm. Separate technologies. for formal and informal sector production are
modeled for all other products except mining and public administration (which
are formal sector activities) and private services (which combine both formal
and informal activities). In general, each formal activity produces more than
one commodity, and informal activities produce only their own characteristic
commodity.5 ~

Nine factors of production are modeled: three types of labor (highly skilled,
skilled, and unskilled), two types of nonfarm capital (formal and informal
sector) and four types of farm capital and land (belonging to small farmers in
the Plateau, East Coast, and West and South zones; and to large farmers).

INSTITUTIONS IN THE SAM

The model specifies 11 institutions: eight households, formal enterprises, gov
ernment and the Rest of World (Table 4).6 The three urban household groups
are classified according to the skill level of the head of household (which
corresponds with income levels as well). Rural small farmers are disaggregated
by agroecological zone: Plateau (where irrigated rice is the major crop), East
Coast (a region with export crops), and West and South (the rest of the country,
where livestock are the predominant source of rural income). Large farmers
throughout the country and rural nonfarm households with a skilled head of
household are classified as rural high-income households.

Unlike the published SAM (Dorosh et at. 1991), the SAM used here has netted
out all transfers between institutions (including households), so that both
expenditures of institutions paying transfers and incomes of institutions receiv
ing transfers are reduced.

5 d' I .The SAM follows Ma agascarnatlona accounts' conventions. The formal sector figures are based
on the accounts ofenterprises that typically produce several commodities (Le., a manufacturing firm
may also construct its own buildings and provide transport services).

6 The published Madagascar SAM (Dorosh et al. 1991) has 13 institutions. In addition to the 11
institutions listed above, the full SAM includes private nonprofit institutions (included with high
income urban households in the model) and financial enterprises (included with formal sector
enterprises in the model).
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Table 3 - Subsectors in Madagascar SAM

Sectoral Gross
Value Added

Gross Value as a Percent
Added of Total GVA

Primary sector 568,709 35.8
1 Paddy 119,036 7.5

1a Small farm irrigated 44,227
1b Large farm irrigated 58,947
1c Upland 15,682

2 Other food crops 197,855 12.5
3 Export crops 37,573 2.4

3a Small farms 27,283
3b Large farms 10,290

4 Industrial crops 11,680 0.7
4a Small farms 8,030
4b Large farms 3,650

5 Livestock and forestry 202,565 12.8
5a Informal sector 189,548
5b Formal sector 13,017

6 Mining, energy, and water 31,969 2.0
7 Rice milling 3,807 0.2

7a Informal sector 0
7b Formal sector 3,807

8 Other food processing 59,944 3.8
8a Informal sector 12,118
8b Formal sector 47,826

9 Textiles 24,545 1.5
9a Informal sector 4,391
9b Formal sector 20,154

10 Other industry 44,447 2.8
10a Informal sector 10,664
10b Formal sector 33,783

11 Construction 42,752 2.7
11 a Informal sector 5,339
11 b Formal sector 37,413

12 Transportation and communication 160,758 10.1
12a Informal sector 130,818
12b Formal sector 29,940

13 Commerce 331,933 20.9
13a Informal sector 219,161
13b Formal sector 112,772

14 Services, private 188,787 11.9
15 Public administration 130,301 8.2

Total 1,587,954 100.0

Source: Dorosh et al.(1991).
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Table 4 -Institutional Classifications in the Madagascar SAM

Institutions Classification

Urban households
1
2
3

Rural households
4
5
6
7
8

Other institutions
9

10
11

Source: Adapted from Dorosh et al. (1991).

CGE MODEL SPECIFICATION?

Urban I - highly skilled
Urban 11- skilled
Urban 111- unskilled

Small farmers - Plateau
Small farmers - East Coast
Small farmers - West/South
Rural rich
Rural nonagricultural

Formal sector enterprises
Public administration
Rest of world

Value added generated by production activity j is specified as a constant
elasticity of substitution (CES) production function with one fixed factor (aggre
gate capital, Kj, which includes land) and variable labor (Lkj, where k is the skill
level of labor: highly skilled, skilled, or unskilled). Quantities of intennediate
inputs are modeled as fixed shares of the quantity of output produced. Each
activity produces commodity i in fixed proportions. In cases where more than
one activity produces commodity i, the price of commodity i is assumed to be
the ,same, regardless of its activity of origin.

Goods traded internationally are treated as imperfect substitutes for goods
domestically produced and consumed. A CES aggregation function defines the
composite of imports and domestic goods. Similarly, CET aggregation is used
to define a composite production good of goods produced for both export and
domestic consumption. Madagascar is assumed to be a price taker for imports, .
but world demand for Madagascar's exports is modeled as less than perfectly
elastic.

7 Dervis, de Melo, and Robinson (1982) present the theoretical foundation underlying the core
model.
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Labor supply of each skill type is a log-linear function of its real wage.8

Factor payments are allocated to institutions (households and formal enter
prises) according to the ownership of factors by each institution. Total income
of household h has three basic components: wages, returns to capital and land,
and transfers received from both the domestic institutions and the Rest ofWorld.
Formal enterprises receive income from returns to formal sector capital and
transfers only.

Government revenues are equal to import tariffs, export duties,9 other indirect
taxes, direct taxes on households, and transfers from other institutions (including
income taxes on formal sector enterprises). Government current expenditure in
real terms is exogenous with expenditure demand by commodity modeled as a
fixed share of total real government current expenditure. Real government
investment demand is specified apart from private investment demand and is
exogenous.

The total pool of savings (including government and foreign savings) avail
able after government investment is financed determines the level of total
private investment. This specification reflects the situation in Madagascar
during most of the 1980s, when the state controlled commercial banks, and a
rationing system determined allocation of credit for investment. The value of
investment by sector of destination j is assumed to be a fixed share of total
fixed investment, and the composition of capital by activity is likewise fixed.

Quantitative Restrictions on Imports and Rice Subsidies

Quantitative restrictions on the imports of manufactured goods and rice are
modeled by exogenously fixing imports of these commodities at the quota
levels. Implicit tariffs are explicitly modeled with rents accruing to urb~n

high-income households. These rents are calculated by estimating the implicit
tariff for 1984 (100 percent for manufactured goods, 47 percent for rice), instead
of the actual tariff rate. 10 In the simulations with the quotas on manufactured
goods and rice, the import levels of these commodities are fixed and quota rents
are endogenous. Under the trade liberalization simulations in Chapter 4 and all
simulations in Chapter 5, imports of all goods are again endogenous and there
are no quota rents.

8 Sensitivity analysis of the importance of this assumption, in which labor supply is fixed
exogenously, will be presented.

9 Export duties include the revenues of the export stabilization fund (Fonds National Unique de
Perequation, or FNUP).

10 The CES function used to aggregate imports and domestically produced manufactured goods is
calibrated using the above implicit tariff rates. See the more detailed discussion on the equations of
the model in Appendix 1.
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Madagascar's rice policies in the 1980s involved a combination of quantita
tive restrictions on imports of rice, subsidized sales of imports, and official
producer and consumer prices. In the model simulations for this report, this
complex array of government interventions is not explicitly modeled because
changing the import quota on rice captures the main effects of the policies 
higher rice imports, lower consumer and producer prices, and increased con
sumption and production. ll Moreover, after 1983, implicit government subsi
dies and taxes on rice imports and domestic procurement were small (Dorosh,
Bernier,and Sarris 1990).

Model Closure

Apart from quantitative restrictions on imports of rice and manufactured goods
in some model runs, prices adjust to equate supply and demand. Labor markets
also clear through adjustment in real wages, though the high elasticities of
supply of labor reflect the substantial underemployment in the Malagasy econ
omy in the 1980s. Savings determines private investment, given fixed values of
real government investment and government expenditure. The nominal ex
change rate (ER) and foreign savings (FSAV) are also exogenously fixed, leaving
changes in the aggregate price index (PlNDEX) to cause movements in the real
exchange rate (ER/PINDEX) and equilibrium in the Rest of World accounts.

Alternative closures are possible as well. For example, both private and public
investment can be exogenously fixed, and the level of for(fign savings can be
made endogenous. This closure allows estimation of the effects of policies on
the trade balance, given a fixed level of investment. All of the model simulations
in Chapters 4 and 5 use the fixed foreign savings closure, however.

The Dynamic Model

In the dynamic simulations, capital stock is updated each year according to the
previous period's net investment by sector. A constant population growth rate
also exogenously increases the base level labor supply. In the base runs used as
a standard for comparison for the policy analysis, real government investment,
real government recurrent expenditures, and the level of foreign savings are all
held constant in per capita terms. Appendix C shows details of the equations of
the dynamic model.

11 An alternative methodology for modeling rice subsidies is found in Dorosh (1992).



·4. Stabilization and
Structural Adjustment:

Policy Simulations

How did the stabilization and structural adjustment policies of the Malagasy
government during the 1980s affect income distribution and the welfare of the
poor? To address this question, the CGE model previously outlined is used to
simulate key aspects of stabilization and structural adjustment policies. No
attempt is made here to model the actual magnitudes of the policy shocks, such
as changes in the absolute levels of foreign borrowing, or the sequence of policy
shocks. The simulation results thus do not show the actual magnitudes of the
historical changes in real incomes over time that resulted from the changes in
policies. Instead, the model simulates the major components of the policy
reforms separately, so as to more clearly show the effects of each policy.

The model emphasizes three major channels through which changes in
government policy or external shocks affect income levels and distribution in
Madagascar. The level of foreign capital inflows and other factors, which in tum
influence the level of aggregate demand, help determine the overall level of
economic activity and incomes earned by all household groups. Second, the
level of investment spending, heavily concentrated in urban goods and services,
has a major influence on the distribution of economic benefits between rural
and urban groups. Third, and most important, changes in the real exchange rate,
which affect producer and consumer incentives throughout the economy, are
shown to be an important determinant of the sectoral distribution of production
and the distribution of real incomes of households.

The first two simulations focus on the effects of the major stabilization
policies adopted in the early 1980s. Simulation 1 models the impacts of a large
increase in foreign borrowing and investment and the subsequent stabilization
where the foreign debt is repaid. This simulation also illustrates the effects of
the investment boom of 1978 to 1981 and the stabilization of 1982 to 1984.
Simulation 2 models the impact of the iarge increase in rice imports in the early
1980s. From these results we can also deduce the effects of the subsequent
reduction in rice imports as part of the stabilization effort of 1982 to 1984.

Simulations 3 and 4 model trade policy reform, the centerpiece of the
structural adjustment effort in the late 1980s. Simulation 3 shows the effects of
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a removal of import quotas with no change in foreign capital inflows.
Simulation 4, which includes a reduction in foreign capital inflows along
with the elimination of quotas, more closely simulates the historical trade
liberalization in 1988.

In all the simulations, real government investment and expenditures are
exogenous. The base run of the dynamic model fixes foreign savings, real
government current expenditures, and real government investment at their 1984
per capita values in each of the six years of the simulation. The base run also
keeps quotas on imports ofrice and manufactured goods constant on a per capita
basis. In the dynamic policy simulations, the model maintains the changes in
exogenous variables in real per capita terms over six years, except in simulation
1. The model results presented in the following tables compare the outcomes of
simulated policies with the base solution of the model.

INVESTMENT BOOM AND STABILIZATION: SIMULATION 1

In the late 1970s and continuing in the early 1980s, the investir a Dutrance
("invest to the limit") development strategy spurred a large increase in foreign
borrowing and imports of capital goods. A balance-of-payments crisis ensued
as interest and principal on the foreign debts came due before the new invest
ments generated sufficient additional foreign exchange. Madagascar rapidly cut
imports by tightening import quotas (rather than by a real devaluation or by
increasing tariffs).

Simulation 1 illustrates the effects of an investment boom like that of the late
1970s by specifying gross capital inflows of US$ 50 million (1984) in the first
and second years of the simulation, and a gross capital inflow ofUS$ 30 million
(1984) in year 3 of the simulation (Table 5). Principal and interest (at 5 percent
per year) repayments begin in year 2 and increase steadily until the fulldebt is
repaid in year 6. This simulation adjusts the quota on manufactured goods
imports each year by an amount equal to 50 percent of the value of the net capital
inflow.

In an economy with no quantitative restrictions on trade, a large increase in
foreign capital inflows normally leads to a large appreciation of the real
exchange rate (i.e., a decrease in the price oftraded goods relative to nontraded
goods). 12 As aid inflows are spent in the country (either directly or through the
counterpart funds) prices of domestic goods, particularly nontraded goods, tend
to rise. Prices of traded goods, which are tied to world prices, rise less, thus

12 This appreciation, and the negative effects on tradable goods production due to the change in
producer incentives, is often referred to as the "Dutch disease" after the decline in the industrial
sector of the Netherlands following an increase in natural gas export revenues in the 1970s.
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Table 5 - Foreign Capital Inflows for Simulation of Investment Boom
and Stabiliza.tion

Simulation Gross Principal
Year Capital Inflow Interest Repayment Net Flow Debt

1 50.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 50.0
2 50.0 2.6 10.0 37.6 92.6
3 30.0 4.6 20.0 5.4 107.2
4 0.0 5.4 30.0 -35.4 82.4
5 0.0 4.2 40.0 -44.2 46.6
6 0.0 2.4 49.0 -51.4 0.0

Source: Model simulations.

reducing the real domestic prices of traded goods. In Madagascar, as in most
developing countries, the agricultural sector is the largest producer of
traded goods (e.g., rice, export crops, and cotton). Thus, agricultural production
and agricultural real incomes tend to decline when the real exchange rate
appreciates.

For the Malagasy economy in the late 1970s and early 1980s, ho~ever, import
quotas for most goods were binding. A higher level of capital inflows enables
an increase in the import quota, and much of the increase in demand is channeled
into imports instead of nontraded goods. With less change in demand, the rise
in the price of nontraded goods is small and the real exchange rate appreciation
is limited. .

Apart from the lo.ss of quota rents, the major beneficiaries of the investment
boom (years 1 to 3 of the simulation) were the urban rich, although all groups
gained (Table 6). The effects of the stabilization (years 4 to 6) are the reverse,
with the urban rich seeing a larger decline in their real nonrent incomes than the
poor. Three major mechanisms determine these results: direct income effects of
changes in capital inflows, investment spending linkages, and variations in the
real exchange rate:

Increased foreign savings (the inflow of foreign capital) increase the pool of
funds available for government expenditures and investment, thus raising
aggregate demand. Given the high level of underemployment of labor, particu
larly unskilled labor, the supply of many goods and services, especially non
traded goods and services, is relatively elastic. Thus, an increased demand for
these goods will elicit an increase in supply with a relatively small increase in
price. This effect of increased aggregate demand on output is partly responsible
for the 2.6 percent increase in real GDP per capita in year 1. Even with labor
supply fixed, however (Table E.l), real GDP increases by 1.3 percent as labor
resources are reallocated toward higher productivity industrial sectors. Total
personal incomes rise by 3.1 percent with elastically supplied labor (Table 6)
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Table 6 - Investment Boom and Stabilization: Simulation Result 1

Investment Boom Stabilization
Year 1 Year 3 Year 6

Real GDP 2.62 0.69 -3.27
Private consumption 3.16 0.82 -3.10
Total real investment 18.79 3.10 -26.56
Private investment 28.89 4.80 -41.67
Government investment 0.00 0.00 0.00
Government consumption 0.00 0.00 0.00
Government revenue 1.99 0.36 -2.19

Real exchange rate -4.33 -1.17 3.03

Exports (million $) -1.71 -0.46 0.83
Imports (million $) 9.67 1.41 -8.94
Foreign savings/GDP 1.49 0.24 -1.32

Sectoral production
Agriculture 1.15 0.21 -1.38
Industry 3.06 1.20 -5.06

Formal 3.81 1.99 -6.63
Informal 2.21 0.26 -2.96

Services 1.80 0.81 -2.15
Formal 6.15 1.62 -6.17
Informal 0.16 0.65 -0.66

Public administration 0.01 0.02 -0.01

Total 2.02 0.77 -2.87

Household incomes
Urban I (high-income)

Total income 1.08 2.70 -2.23
Non-rent income 19.88 1.40 -14.09

Urban II (middle-income) 4.83 0.97 -5.83
Urban III (low-income) 2.55 0.55 -3.25
Small farm Plateau 2.60 0.56 -2.69
Small farm East 2.65 0.49 -3.15
Small farm West/South 2.55 0.47 -2.59
Large farm rural high-income 4.34 0.37 -4.28
Nonfarm rural low-income 3.05 0.35 -2.98

Total 3.12 0.91 -3.48

Source: Model simulations.
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and by 1.7 percent with fixed labor supplies (Appendix Table E.1).13 Increased
foreign savings also add to the pool of total savings in the economy, enabling
an 18.8 perce'nt rise in total investment in year 1, which translates into increased
demand for investment goods and services. Historically, investment spending .
(apart from certain large irrigation projects) has been heavily concentrated in
urban areas, both in terms of the location of investments and in terms of the
composition of investment goods (largely urban construction services and to a
lesser extent domestic industrial goods).14 In response to increased investment
demand, industrial output (which here includes construction), grows by 3.1
percent, and demand for highly skilled and moderately skilled labor in
creases so that real wage rates rise by 2.6 and 0.8 percent, respectively.
Returns to formal sector capital also increase, along with increased divi
dends paid to urban high-income households. Because of this investment
spending bias, urban households with skilled and highly skilled labor tend
to gain more in real nonrent incomes than other households. Real incomes
of the urban II households (those with skilled heads of households) rise by
4.8 percent, compared with the national average gain of 3.1 percent. Apart
from the change in quota rents, real incomes of urban I (highly skilled)
households, rise by 19.9 percent.

The increase in the quota on imports ofmanufactured goods helps to limit the
appreciation of the real exchange rate resulting from the increased capital
inflow. Thus, the real exchange rate appreciates by only 4.3 percent in the first
year. In general, the real exchange rate appreciation has the expected effects on
traded and nontraded sectors. Output of the nontraded services sector rises by
1.8 percent while agriculture (a mix of traded rice and export crops with
nontraded crops and livestock) increases by only 1.2 percent.

As the direction of new net capital inflows reverses after year 3, (modeling
the effects of stabilization measures), the economy contracts and real incomes
decline. By year 6 of the simulation, real GDP is down by 3.3 percent vis avis
year 6 of the base run, and investment has fallen by 26.6 percent. (Relative to
year 1 of the investment boom, investment in year 6 is lower by 31.5 percent.)
The real exchange rate in year 6 depreciates by 3.0 percent relative to the base
run, helping to limit the reduction in agricultural output to -1.4 percent but
worsening incentives for services, which fall by 2.2 percent.

13 Appendices E.2 and E.3 present sensitivity analyses using a fixed labor supply for simulations
·2,3, and 4~

14 Purchases of imported intermediate and capital goods also account for much of the investment
spending.
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With the exception of urban I households, all household incomes (per capita)
decline continuously after year 1 of the simulation. IS And for all households
except the urban nonpoor, real per capita income in year 6 of the simulation is
lower than in year 1 of the base SAM. The present value of the per capita income
streams (using a 10 percent discount rate) in simulation 1 is about 0.1 percent
lower to 0.2 percent higher than in the base run for all household groups except
the urban nonpoor. For these households, the discounted per capita income
stream is 0.9 percent higher in simulation 1 than in the base run.

This simulation of increased foreign capital inflows, increased investment
expenditures, and subsequent stabilization suggests that the urban high- and
middle-income households benefited the most from the investment boom in the
late 1970s. The skilled labor of these groups was in demand by the construction
and manufacturing industry to produce investment goods. Apart from the loss
ofquota rents, the percentage gain for urban high-income households was more
than six times the national average. Lower-income households (especially rural
households) benefited less from the investment boom, as the negative effects of
the real exchange rate appreciation somewhat offset the benefits of the increase
in aggregate demand on employment.

The simulation results also suggest that just as the investment boom benefited
urban households the most, the stabilization policies that cut back foreign capital
inflows and government investment likewise hurt these same households the
most. The investment boom itself, however, was unsustainable. The large
increase in foreign capital inflow in the form of loans could not continue
indefinitely: the stabilization effort was inevitable.

Finally, although the calculations of the present value of the income streams
for many household groups under the investment boom followed by stabiliza
tion scenario than in the base run, the present value measure may not adequately
reflect people's perception of their own welfare. From a political economy
standpoint, if expectations of higher incomes are raised during the investment
boom period, the subsequent decline may lead to more dissatisfaction
with government policies than the base scenario where a long-term trend is
maintained.

INCREASED RICE IMPORTS: SIMULATION 2

Not all of the increase in foreign savings in the late 1970s was spent on imported
capital goods. Rice imports also increased substantially in this period: imports
in 1980 were nearly double those in 1984. Simulation 2 models a 90 percent

IS Real per capita income for urban I households declines continuously after year 2 of the
simulation.
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increase in rice imports funded by an increase in foreign savings of equal value
(Table 7).

As in simulation 1, the increase in foreign savings permits an increase in
investment. The value of the additional rice imports is added implicitly to
government total revenues, as parastatals sold the imports, reducing government
borrowing and increasing availability of loans to parastatals for investments.
Total investment rises by 7.1 percent in year 1 of this scenario, although real
GDP declines by 0.1 percent; in part due to disincentive effects on rice produc
tion. Real incomes rise by 0.2 percent on average.

Although investment demand increases, the continued quotas on manufac
tured goods inhibit production of the formal manufacturing sector, which
requires imports of intermediate goods. Thus, industrial output falls by 0.4
percent (compared to a gain of 3.1 percent in simulation 1 with an increase in
total investment of roughly twice the magnitude). The gains in real incomes for
urban households due to the investment spending bias thus are limited.

Changes in relative prices playa major role in the effects of increase rice
imports. As domestic rice prices fall, domestic paddy production declines by
5.4 (6.0) percent in year 1 (year 6). Net supply (production plus imports)
increases, however, and rice consumption increases by 1.7 percent in year 1 and
1.1 percent in year 6. In this simulation, the value of additional rice imports
exactly matches the increase in foreign savings, so that no large gain is seen in
foreign exchange available for other imports. The real exchange rate depreciates
slightly as the decline in rice prices depresses prices of competing nontraded
food commodities as well.

Not surprisingly, the household groups that do not produce rice benefited
most from the large increase in rice imports in the late 1970s. Urbanhouseholds
and the nonfarm rural poor enjoy the largest increase in real incomes (since the
decline in rice prices significantly reduces the cost of their consumption basket).
Given that the rice imports in this simulation are funded through additional
foreign borrowing, the net effect of the rice import policy on rural farmers is
minimal, since the effects ofgreater aggregate demand offset the adverse effects
oflower rice prices for producers. Of course, without a change in foreign capital
inflows, a policy of increased rice imports would have no positive aggregate
demand effects and rural producers would bear the brunt of lower producer
prices.

While increasing imports of rice does increase real incomes, this policy leads
to lower overall growth. Comparing year 1 of simulations 1 and 2, using foreign
capital inflows to finance rice imports instead of manufactured goods and other
diverse imports results in lower overall investment and real GDP growth. 16 The

16 Real GDP increases under the investment boom scenario (simulation 1, year 1), while it falls
slightly in year 1 of the rice import scenario and is only slightly higher by year 6.
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Table 7 -Increased Rice Imports: Simulation Result 2

Increased Rice Imports

Year 1 Year 6

Real GOP -0.08 0.06
Private consumption 0.26 0.37
Total real investment 7.10 8.03
Private investment 10.92 12.60
Government investment 0.00 0.00
Government consumption 0.00 0.00
Government revenue 2.62 2.00

Real exchange rate 0.99 0.46

Exports (million $) 0.11 0.12
Imports (million $) 6.32 6.26
Foreign savingS/GOP 0.83 0.85

Sectoral production
Agriculture -1.28 -1.55
Industry -0.38 -0.04

Formal 0.28 1.18
Informal -1.22 -1.65

Services 0.12 0.50
Formal -0.42 0.10
Informal 0.44 0.88

Public administration 0.02 0.02

Total -0.41 -0.20

Household incomes
Urban I (high-income)

Total income 1.65 2.58
Non-rent income -0.76 -1.06

Urban II (middle-income) 0.66 0.43
Urban III (low-income) 1.51 0.77
Small farm Plateau -0.11 -0.22
Small farm East -0.03 0.03
Small farm West/South -0.48 -0.47
Large farm rural high-income -0.59 -0.67
Nonfarm rural low-income 2.09 0.80

. Total 0.20 0.31

Source: Model simulations.
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rural nonfarm poor and the urban poor, both large net consumers of rice, enjoy
similar gains in real incomes in the two scenarios. Other household groups see
larger gains in real incomes with the investment boom scenario. These results
are largely derived from the larger production disincentives arising from imports
of a highly tradable commodity (rice) compared with imports of goods that are
less perfect substitutes for domestic production (imported manufactured goods).

For this simulation, sensitivity analysis was conducted using a higher degree
of substitutability of imported and domestic rice. With this change in parame
ters, the increase in supply of imports results in a slightly greater decline in
paddy production, (-5.7 percent in year 1 compared with -SA percent in year 1
of simulation 2 above). Total consumption of rice rises less (1.6 percent in year
1 compared with 1.7 percent in year 1 of simulation 2 above). Changes in real
income are also slightly smaller for most households with the new parameters
since with greater substitutability, an increase in rice imports has less ofan effect
on consumer prices of rice (Table EA).

TRADE LIBERALIZATION: SIMULATIONS 3 AND 4

Though a key to Madagascar's economic reforms, trade was not liberalized until
1988, six years after stabilization efforts were begun in earnest. Until that time,
import licenses and import quotas were used to control the outflow of foreign
exchange. In simulation 3, the quota on manufactured imports is removed and
the import tariff is kept at its 1984 value of 19.3 percent. Since foreign savings
are held constant in this simulation, changes in the real exchange rate and the
level of investment dominate the results (Table 8).

With the quota (and implicit importtariff) removed, imports ofmanufactured
goods rise by 1504 percent in year 1 and domestic production of manufactured
goods falls by 2.5 percent. Quota rents are of course eliminated, sharply
reducing the real incomes of urban I households by 11.5 percent. Demand is
shifted toward imported manufactured goods, from other goods in the economy,
so that the price of nontradable goods falls relative to the price oftradablegoods.
The real exchange rate depreciates by 11.8 percent in year 1 (18.0 percent
relative to the base run in year 6).

When relative prices are higher, more tradable goods are produced. Exports
increase by 7.0 percent in dollar terms, permitting an increase in imports of 5.9
percent. Revenues from import tariffs and export taxes increase as well, so
government revenues rise by 9.3 percent in real terms. Since government real
expenditures are held fixed in the simulation, the increased government reve
nues add to total savings. These additional funds enable investment to increase
by 19.0 percent in year 1. Real GDP increases by 2.8 percent in year 1, and since
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Table 8 - Trade Liberalization: Simulation Results 3 and 4

Simulation 4-
Liberalization with 20

Simulation 3- Percent Reduction in
Liberalization Foreign Savings

Year 1 Year 6 Year 1 Year 6

Real GDP 2.76 6.56 2.39 5.92
Private consumption 1.56 4.40 0.83 3.48
Total real investment 18.99 38.01 16.55 34.01
Private investment 29.20 59.63 25.45 53.36
Government investment 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Government consumption 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Government revenue 9.25 16.56 10.06 16.92

Real exchange rate 11.81 18.01 15.32 21.02

Exports (million $) 6.99 12.94 8.36 13.97
Imports (million $) 5.89 10.92 3.87 8.66
Foreign savings/GDP 0.00 0.00 -0.42 -0.43

Sectoral production
Agricultu re 1.61 3.12 1.53 2.94
Industry 2.88 8.80 2.48 7.91

Formal 3.86 12.71 3.41 11.48
Informal 1.78 3.57 1.44 3.13

Services 1.66 4.90 1.40 4.39
Formal 5.81 12.32 4.93 11.05
Informal 0.09 2.51 0.07 2.24

Public administration -0.06 -0.04 -0.07 -0.05

Total 2.03 5.67 1.78 5.12

Household incomes
Urban I (high-income)

Total income -11.49 -8.29 -13.62 -10.66
Nonrent income 23.89 35.83 21.25 32.61

Urban II (middle-income) 4.51 9.83 3.83 8.82
Urban III (low-income) 2.04 4.77 1.63 4.20
Small farm Plateau 2.76 5.30 2.42 4.82
Small farm East 4.28 8.29 4.23 7.99
Small farm West/South 2.80 5.05 2.50 4.63
Large farm rural high-income 4.15 6.58 3.52 5.91
Nonfarm rural low-income 2.61 4.22 2.11 3.71

Total 1.07 3.87· 0.32 2.94

Source: Model simulations.
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investment is 19 to 38 percent higher each year, the capital stock grows faster
than in the base run and real GDP in year 6 is 6.6 percent higher than in year 6
of the base run.

Apart from those households that suffer a loss of rents, all households enjoy
significant gains in real incomes as a result of trade liberalization. Urban
households with skilled labor again gain most from the surge in investment
spending. Nonrent incomes of urban I households rise by 23.9 percent; urban II
household incomes rise by 4.5 percent. Rural per capita incomes rise between
2.6 and 4.3 percent, and small farmers on the East Coast who produce export
crops gain the most. Thus liberalizing trade, even without a change in foreign
capital inflows, increases total output (a gain in efficiency) and improves income
distribution (a gain in equity).

Historically, a reduced trade deficit accompanied the trade liberalization in
1987 and 1988. In simulation 4, foreign savings are reduced by 20 percent. In
this scenario, the depreciation of the real exchange rate in year 1 increases to
15.3 percent. Smaller capital inflows reduce the funds available for investment
compared with those in simulation 3, but because ofthe increase in government
tax revenues, investment still increases by 16.6 percent: With less of a boost in
earnings from the construction sector, urban incomes increase less dramatically
than in simulation 3. Real incomes of urban II households increase by 3.8
percent in year 1 compared with 4.5 percent in simulation 3. With reduced
capital inflows, small farmers on the East Coast see only a small decline in real
incomes vis avis simulation 3, because the greater real exchange rate depreci
ation raises the real price of export crops. Rural households still gain from 2.1
to 4.2 percent in year 1 of simulation 4 relative to the base run.

These simulations of trade liberalization (with and without reduced foreign
capital inflows), a cornerstone ofthe structural adjustment measures undertaken
in Madagascar, show that these policies tended to benefit rural households,
especially export crop producers. Government revenues increase in these sim
ulations, so that with government recurrent expenditures held in check, the trade
liberalization increases total savings and investment in the economy. The size
of the decline in foreign capital inflows largely determine total investment and
the extent of the real exchange rate depreciation.

SUMMARY

Together, the four simulations of macroeconomic policy changes in the 1980s
suggest that stabilization and structural adjustment policies in Madagascar did
not adversely affect the bulk of the poor, that is the rural poor. An inflow of
foreign savings benefited all household groups to some extent, but the invest
ment boom benefited the urban households the most largely because of patterns
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of investment spending. Stabilization measures such as a decline in foreign
savings and reduced rice imports had their largest negative impact on urban
households, and, in the case of a decline in rice imports, on rice deficit rural
households as well. Trade liberalization improved both efficiency and equity,
redistributing income away from those who had captured quota rents and
boosting incentives to produce tradable goods, an important income source in
rural areas.



5. Alternative
Development

Strategies

This chapter presents analyses of a number of alternative development options
involving investment, trade, and aid strategies, using the Madagascar CGE

model. The first two simulations model the effects ofuntied balance ofpayments
support and aid-financed fertilizer imports destined for use on paddy fields. Four
simulations of alternative development strategies focusing on export crops,
mining, and textiles follow. Finally, three current policy issues are modeled: a
rice import tariff, increased government expenditures, and an exchange rate
devaluation.

All the simulations focus on how these policy measures affect lower income
groups in Madagascar. The first six simulations cover 'various strategies to
promote economic growth. The last three simulations focus more on the short
term macroeconomic concerns of fiscal or balance-of-payments policy that still
have important implications for the level and distribution of incomes. A com
mon thread runs through this analysis: how investments and policy changes
affect the real exchange rate, and how total levels of investment strongly
determine the income distribution outcomes.

The base run of the model used in this chapter creates a SAM that represents
the Malagasy economy in 1989 by using updated values for exogenous variables
such as world export and import prices, government spending, and foreign
capital inflows. Appendix D gives details of the new base run.

EFFECTS OF FOREIGN AID INFLOWS

Much of the foreign aid inflows to developing countries in Africa in the 1980s
(including Madagascar) took the form of general balance-of-payments support.
In the 1970s, aid flows were tied to projects or specific commodity purchases.
The effects of the aid flows on the level and distribution of income can be
separated into two effects: the macroeconomic effects of an increase in foreign
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exchange availability, and the sectoral and microeconomic effects of the invest
ments financed with the aid flows.

Simulation 5 shows the effects of an increase in foreign aid inflows (foreign
savings) of US$ 8.84 million (1989), approximately 10 percent ofMadagascar' s
1989 trade deficit (Table 9). Government current and capital expenditures are
held constant in real tenns. The increased foreign aid inflows are assumed to be
relent by the government to private enterprises who then invest according to the
historical pattern of investment. Unlike simulation 1 of Chapter 4, imports are
assumed unconstrained by quotas. This was the case in Madagascar until
shortages of foreign exchange associated with the political tunnoil in 1991 and
1992 led the Malagasy government to again impose tighter controls on foreign
exchange.

In this simulation, as in the simulation of the investment boom (simulation 1
of Chapter 4), the foreign aid inflows affect levels and distribution of incomes
through three major channels. First, as foreign aid flows add to the total pool of
savings in the economy, investment increases slightly. Private investment rises
by 1.6 (2.1) percent in real tenns in year 1 (year 6) and total real investment
(both public and private) rises by 0.9 percent (1.2 percent in year 6). With
increased demand for investment goods, the output of the construction sector
rises by 1.0 percent in year 6. This spending tends to benefit urban higher income
households most as demand for scarce skilled labor in construction tends to push
up real wages. Returns to capital in construction also increase.

Again as in simulation 1, the increase in foreign capital inflows increase
demand for nontradable goods and reduces the relative price of tradable and
nontradable goods, i.e., a real exchange rate appreciation. In year 1ofsimulation
5, the real exchange rate appreciates by 1.1 percent, real agricultural output
declines by 0.04 percent, while output offonnal sector private services increases
by 0.04 percent. Incomes of small fanners on the East Coast, who derive much
of their income from export crop revenues, increase very modestly (0.1 percent
compared with the average of 0.4 percent).

Finally, the increase in foreign savings directly increases aggregate demand
and spurs an increase in real GDP of 0.1 percent in simulation 5, before any
positive effects of an increase in capital stock are realized. The average real
income rises by 0.4 percent.

The above three effects benefit urban households the most, especially those
with skilled labor and capital revenues. The richest household group, urban I,
gains the most (1.2 percent in year 6); poor rural farm households benefit least,
gaining only 0.1 to 0.2 percent in year 6 relative to the base run. Untargeted
balance of payment support, given historical patterns of investment spending,
thus increases real incomes for all households somewhat, but tends to be
regressive in tenns of income distribution.



Table 9 -Increase in Foreign Savings: Simulation Result 5

Simulation 5
Increased Foreign Savings

(10 Percent)

Year 1 Year 6

Real GDP 0.07 0.10
Private consumption 0.32 0.32
Total real investment 0.93 1.20
Private investment 1.63 2.05
Government investment 0.00 0.00
Government consumption 0.00 0.00
Government revenue -0.12 -0.14

Real exchange rate -1.14 -0.85

Exports (million $) -1.20 -1.31
Imports (million $) 1.00 0.88
Foreign savings/GDP 0.29 0.29

Sectoral production
Agriculture -0.04 -0.04
Industry 0.16 0.32

Formal 0.20 0.44
Informal 0.12 0.15

Services 0.31 0.17
Formal 0.04 0.38
Informal 0.01 0.10

Public administration 0.01 0.01

Total 0.09 0.16

Household incomes
Urban I (high-income) 1.32 1.22
Urban II (middle-income) 0.33 0.33
Urban III (low-income) 0.24 0.14
Small farm Plateau 0.11 0.11
Small farm East 0.06 0.20
Small farm West/South 0.08 0.09
Large farm rural high-income 0.28 0.24
Nonfarm rural low-income 0.33 0.19

Total 0.36 0.35

Source: Model simulations.
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FERTILIZER IMPORTS

Changing the type of investments financed with the foreign aid can alter these
results, of course. Instead of urban investments, rural investments or intermedi
ate goods can be financed. Simulations 6 and 7 model the effects of an increase
in fertilizer use by small farmers on irrigated paddy (Table 10). Simulation 6
models increased fertilizer use with no change in foreign aid flows. Simulation
7 shows the results of financing fertilizer imports with foreign aid equal in value
to the foreign capital inflow of simulation 5. These simulations do not incorpo
rate any additional expenditures required for extension efforts.

Technical coefficients derived from the Ministry of Agriculture crop budgets
are used to calculate the marginal returns to fertilizer (4.11 kilograms of paddy
per kilogram off<?rtilizer, mainly NPK.

17 US$ 8.84 million (1989) could purchase
about 32,700 tons offertilizer, enough to produce an extra 107,300 tons ofpaddy
(net of losses). This amount represents an increase in small farmer irrigated
production of 15.8 percent over the 1989 base run levels and a total increase in
paddy production of 5.6 percent. 18

Simulation 6 (which models increased fertilizer use with no change in foreign
aid flows) results in an increase in production of irrigated paddy by small
farmers of 11.3 percent. Production by large farmers falls, however, because of
lower paddy prices.19 Overall domestic production of paddy thus increases by
only 1.8 percent; rice imports fall by 25.2 percent and rice consumption
increases by 0.9 percent.

Real GDP increases by 0.6 percent in year 1, higher than the increase in
simulation 5.20 By year 6, real GDP is higher in simulation 5, however, since the
foreign capital inflows allow more investment. Increased productivity in paddy
production lowers rice prices, leading to lower nominal wages and prices of
nontraded goods. Thus, the real exchange rate depreciates (the ratio of the price
of traded to nontraded goods rises). Increased demand for fertilizer imports and
increased incomes raise import demand, more than offsetting the decrease in
rice imports.

Households that are large net purchasers of rice, the urban households and
the rural nonfarm poor, gain most in this scenario. The direct effect of a decline

17 Assumptions on the marginal productivity of fertilizer are derived from AIRD (1991).

18 The calculation assumes an average import price ofFMG 434.1 per kilogram (US$ 271 per ton)
elF.

19 The real price of value added falls by 14.5 percent for large farmer paddy production and
production falls by 3.6 percent, implying a price elasticity of supply of 0.25.

20 A gain in indirect tax (import tarifO revenues produces much of the gain in real aDPat market
prices in simulation 5.
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Table 10 -Increased Fertilizer Imports on Irrigated Paddy:
Simulation Results 6 and 7

Simulation 6- Simulation 7-
With No Change With Increased

in Foreign Savings Foreign Savings
Year 1 Year 6 Year 1 Year 6

Real GOP 0.59 -0.43 0.66 0.63
Private consumption 0.60 -0.56 0.94 0.82
Total real investment 0.82 0.37 1.67 2.21
Private investment 1.44 0.63 2.94 3.78
Government investment 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Government consumption 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Government revenue 2.51 1.12 2.35 2.12

Real exchange rate 0.94 3.72 -0.28 -0.06

Exports (million $) 0.77 -0.99 -0.44 0.00
Imports (million $) 0.62 -0.80 1.62 1.93
Foreign savings/GoP 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.29

Sectoral production
Agriculture 0.72 -0.30 0.69 0.43
Industry 0.98 0.40 1.14 1.18

Formal 0.67 0.40 0.85 1.18
Informal 1.35 0.39 1.46 1.19

Services 0.40 -0.08 0.52 0.50
Formal 0.60 -0.51 0.92 0.84
Informal 0.43 0.15 0.46 0.45

Public administration 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.02

Total 0.68 0.02 0.77 0.71

Household incomes
Urban I (high-income) 1.58 -0.69 2.93 2.54
Urban II (middle-income) 1.62 -0.37 1.95 1.41
Urban III (low-income) 2.16 -0.80 2.39 1.34
Small farm Plateau 0.50 -0.41 0.61 0.42
Small farm East 0.29 -0.56 0.36 0.43
Small farm West/South 0.23 -0.46 0.32 0.22
Large farm rural high-income 0.03 -0.77 0.33 0.29
Nonfarm rural low-income 2.30 -0.47 2.63 1.45

Total 0.65 -0.60 1.02 0.86

Source: Model simulations.
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in rice prices lowers consumption costs more for the poor, for whom rice
comprises a greater share of total consumption, than for the rich. Thus, the
percentage gain in real incomes for the urban poor is equal to that of the urban
rich, even though the rich gain most from the effects of increased investment.

Key assumptions in the above policy analysis are the degree of substitutability
of domestic rice for imported rice and the supply elasticity of paddy. Using the
higher elasticity of substitution of domestic and imported rice and the greater
implicit elasticity of supply ofpaddy as in the sensitivity analysis for simulation
2, small farmer paddy production increases by 11.6 percent, total paddy produc
tion increases by 2.1 percent, and rice imports fall by 37.1 percent. The increase
in real GDP is higher by year 6 with the new parameters (0.6 percent versus -0.4
percent) (Table E.5). Small farmers' incomes rise as well (0.1. to 0.4 percent
compared with -0.4 to -0.6 percent) due to the greater increase in their paddy
production with the modified parameters.

In simulation 7 with the same foreign aid inflow as in simulation 5, real GDP

rises by 0.7 percent in year 1, compared with an increase of only 0.6 percent in
simulation 6. Small farmer paddy production increases by 11.9 percent and total
paddy production is 1.7 percent higher. The fertilizer imports lead to additional
government savings as well, due to the counterpart (contre-valeur) funds gener
ated by government sales of the fertilizer in the domestic market. In addition, the
pool of savings increases because of higher incomes. Thus, investment increases
by 1.7 percent, compared with 1.2 percent in simulation 5. As the government
spends some of the counterpart funds it receives for sales of rice in the domestic
economy, the real exchange rate appreciates by 0.3 percent.

Urban households gain most from this scenario since they derive most of the
benefits from increased investment spending. All households gain, however, as
the effects of increased aggregate demand outweigh the negative effects of real
exchange rate appreciation and lower paddy production for large fanners.
Sensitivity analysis with the same modified parameters as in the sensitivity
analysis for simulation 6 again shows larger gains in real incomes for small
farmers with the alternative parameters (Table E.5).

Although urban high-income households again tend to gain most in this
s~enario, increasing agricultural productivity through greater fertilizer use does
improve the welfare of the rural poor more than the untargeted balance-of
payments support does. The large gain of urban households in this scenario
shows the importance of changing the structure of investment spending in
improving income distribution results.

Alternative'Growth Strategies

Simulations 8 through 11 show the effects of alternative growth strategies.
Simulations 8 and 9 model the effects of a 10 percent increase in the world price
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of export crops, without and with an increase in the rate of taxation on export
crops (Table 11). (One means of achieving a higher average export price for
export crops is to invest in marketing and quality control.) Simulation 10 shows
the effects of an increase in mining export revenues (modeled as an increase in
the world price ofmining exports) (Table 12). Simulation 11 models a 20 percent
increase in the capital stock of the formal textile sectorY

Higher world prices of export crops with no increase in the export tax
(simulation 8) naturally boost the real income of export crop producers (by 1.5
percent in year 6). Export crop production increases by 6.0 percent in real terms
and the dollar value of total exports in year 6 increases by 5.7 percent (Table
11). The favorable change in the international terms of trade benefits all
household groups in the economy, however, as more money is spent in the
domestic economy. Surprisingly, urban households gain the most in revenues.
Urban I households' incomes rise by 4.0 percent in year 6. Increased govern
ment export tax revenues lead to more savings and investment (again concen
trated in the urban sector). While small farmers on the East Coast benefit from
the higher export crop prices, the appreciation in the real exchange rate caused
by the export price boom generally dampens the rise in farm incomes.

Raising taxes on export crops to capture more revenue from higher world
prices (simulation 9), lowers real household incomes. Total export earnings in
year 6 rise by only 1.8 percent in this scenario, compared with 5.7 percent in
simulation 8. However, the imposition of the tax results in a larger increase in
savings and investment. This occurs through two channels. First, additional
export tax revenues add to government and total savings (government expendi
tures are held fixed in real terms) and thus total investment expenditures.
Second, investment in urban areas boosts incomes of urban households. Since
urban households (particularly urban I households) have a higher marginal
propensity to save than do rural households, the transfer of income from rural
farmers to the urban rich through the export tax - the increased urban invest
ment mechanism results in greater household savings. In spite of additional
indirect (export) tax revenues, GDP rises by 0.6 percent compared with 1.7
percent in simulation 8 because of lower value added in agriculture and services.

Additional revenues from mining exports (simulation 10, Table 12) affect the
economy and income distribution similarly to increased foreign savings (simu
lation 5). The major difference is that relatively more of the income gains are
concentrated in the urban rich (urban I) households, since they reap the benefits
of higher dividends earned in the mining sector when exports increase. If the
government imposes more taxes on the mining sector exports to capture the

21 The model does not simulate the investment required to increase the capital stock by 20 percent.
The effects of this type of investment spending approximate those of simulation 5. Simulation 11
shows only the effects of the increase in the capital stock itself.
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Table 11 - Higher World Export Prices: Simulation Results 8 and 9

Simulation 8- Simulation 9-
No Increase 10 Percent Increase
in Export Tax in Export Tax

Year 1 Year 6 Year 1 Year 6

Real GOP 1.37 1.65 0.57 0.64
Private consumption 1.49 1.78 0.50 0.51
Total real investment 1.16 1.63 1.42 1.93
Private investment 2.04 2.79 2.50 3.30
Government investment 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Government consumption 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Government revenue 2.08 1.84 3.31 3.31

Real exchange rate -5.16 -6.42 -1.77 -1.39

Exports (million $) 5.07 5.68 1.95 1.77
Imports (million $) 4.07 4.58 1.57 1.43
Foreign savings/GoP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Sectoral production
Agriculture 0.33 0.46 -0.07 -0.07
Industry 0.32 0.57 0.25 0.51

Formal 0.40 0.77 0.31 0.71
Informal 0.22 0.30 0.18 0.24

Services 0.72 0.81 0.18 0.27
Formal 1.76 1.92 0.49 0.60
Informal 0.36 0.40 0.05 0.15

Public administration 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01

Total 0.48 0.64 0.13 0.26

Household incomes
Urban I (high-income) 3.51 3.96 2.08 2.02
Urban II (middle-income) 1.73 1.86 0.52 0.53
Urban III (low-income) 1.84 1.82 0.37 0.22
Small farm Plateau 0.93 1.06 0.16 0.17
Small farm East 1.35 1.52 0.09 0.15
Small farm West/South 0.75 0.91 0.12 0.13
Large farm rural high-income 1.40 1.65 0.44 0.39
Nonfarm rural low-income 1.70 1.57 0.52 0.31

Total 1.62 1.87 0.57 0.57

Source: Model simulations.
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Table 12 -Increased Mining Export Prices and Investment
in Textiles: Simulations 10 and 11

Simulation 10- Simulation 11-
Increased World Investment
Price of Mining in Textiles

Exports (20 Percent)

Year 1 Year 6 Year 1 Year 6

Real GDP 0.09 0.07 0.53 0.37
Private consumption 0.10 0.09 0.63 0.44
Total real investment 0.03 -0.01 0.06 0.02
Private investment 0.06 -0.02 0.11 0.04
Government investment 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Government consumption 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Government revenue -0.05 -0.17 0.28 0.13

Real exchange rate -0.43 -0.42 -0.23 -0.17

Exports (million $) 0.56 0.52 1.00 0.66
Imports (million $) 0.45 0.42 0.80 0.53
Foreign savings/GDP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Sectoral production
Agriculture -0.04 -0.06 0.16 0.11
Industry 0.06 0.09 0.90 0.68

Formal 0.12 0.17 1.75 1.26
Informal 0.00 -0.01 -0.09 -0.13

Services 0.00 0.00 0.32 0.20
Formal -0.07 -0.05 0.71 0.45
Informal 0.03 0.02 0.21 0.12

Public administration 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Total 0.01 0.02 0.47 0.34

Household incomes
Urban I (high-income) 0.73 0.66 0.06 0.06
Urban II (middle-income) 0.08 0.08 0.47 0.31
Urban III (low-income) 0.03 -0.02 0.42 0.26
Small farm Plateau -0.02 -0.04 0.77 0.46
Small farm East -0.04 -0.07 0.66 0.44
Small farm West/South -0.03 -0.04 0.71 0.46
Large farm rural high-income -0.04 0.03 0.84 0.57
Nonfarm rural low-income 0.07 0.03 0.74 0.46

Total 0.12 0.10 0.63 0.41

Source: Model simulations.
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windfall revenues, the effects will be essentially identical to that of an increase
in foreign aid grants of the same amount.

Increasing the capital stock of the formal textile sector by 20 percent (simu
lation 11) raises real GDP by 0.5 percent in year 1. Textile production rises by
8.5 percent and textile exports increase by 16.4 percent. Production of industrial
crops (including cotton) increases by 3.4 percent.

Initially, rural incomes rise by 0.7 to 0.8 percent, while urban incomes
increase by only 0.1 to 0.5 percent. These progressive income distribution
results occur because of increased demand for medium-skilled and unskilled
labor in the textile and industrial crops sectors and only a small appreciation of
the real exchange rate (0.2 percent). As increased incomes add to the pool of
savings, investment and the capital stock increase, also, so that urban households
benefit more relative to rural households.

OTHER CURRENT POLICY ISSUES

This section offers analyses of three policy options pertaining to short-run fiscal
or balance-of-payments targets: a tariffon rice imports (an alternative for raising
government revenues), increased government expenditures, and an exchange
rate devaluation (modeled assuming that government current expenditures are
held constant).

Simulation 12 (Table 13) models the results of the imposition of a 30 percent
tariff on rice imports. Paddy production in year 6 increases by 1.2 percent, and
rice consumption declines by only 0.4 percent. Imposing a tariff reduces total
imports by 1.1 percent in year 6 (rice imports fall by 69.2 percent)22 and raises
domestic prices. The tariff leads to an appreciation of the real exchange rate of
2.5 percent in year 1. Real GDP falls slightly.

The real exchange rate appreciation discourages nonrice agricultural produc
tion, lowering incomes especially for the export crop producers on the East
Coast. Real incomes of urban and nonfarm rural poor households also fall
because of higher rice prices on the cost of their consumption baskets.

Using the alternative set of rice parameters (Table E.5), the import tariff
results in a larger reduction in rice imports (91.4 percent versus 69.2 percent).
The tariff thus actually results in a small decline in government import tariff
revenues, compared with Table 13.

In simulation 13, government recurrent expenditures are raised by 10 percent
in nominal terms with no accompanying tax increases or foreign aid inflows
(Table 14). Increased government expenditures reduce government savings and

22 The base for the calculation of percentage change in rice imports is much smaller than the base
for consumption or production.



Table 13 - Tariff on Rice Imports: Simulation Result 12

Tariff on Rice Irnports
(30 Percent)

Year 1 Year 6

Real GOP -0.35 -0.19
Private consumption -0.33 -0.16
Total real investment -0.76 -0.50
Private investment -1.34 -0.86
Government investment 0.00 0.00
Government consumption 0.00 0.00
Government revenue -2.33 -0.94

Real exchange rate -2.50 -0.79

Exports (million $) -2.57 -1.31
Imports (million $) -2.07 -1.05
Foreign savings/GoP 0.00 0.00

Sectoral production
Agriculture 0.18 0.23
Industry 0.08 0.08

Formal -0.13 -0.15
Informal 0.31 0.37

Services -0.36 -0.16
Formal -0.47 -0.23
Informal -0.41 -0.17

Public administration -0.01 0.00

Total -0.07 0.02

Household incomes
Urban I (high-income) -0.57 -0.33
Urban II (middle-income) -1.19 -0.38
Urban III (low-income) -1.89 -0.51
Small farm Plateau -0.27 -0.08
Small farm East -0.39 -0.19
Small farm West/South -0.06 -0.02
Large farm rural high-income 0.14 -0.01
Nonfarm rural low-income -1.78 -0.46

Total -0.35 -0.16

Source: Model simulations.
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Table 14 -Increased Government Expenditures and Exchange Rate
Devaluation: Simulation Results 13 and 14

Simulation 13- Simulation 14-
Increased Devaluation

Current '(10 Percent)
Government No Change in
Expenditures Nominal Government
(10 Percent) Expenditures

Year 1 Year 6 Year 1 Year 6

Real GDP 0.28 -0.33 -0.59 0.07
Private consumption 0.01 -0.38 0.02 0.55
Total real investment -4.55 -3.23 3.59 8.47
Private investment -8.00 -5.52 17.61 25.25
Government investment 0.00 0.00 -14.91 -15.19
Government consumption 8.32 3.77 -7.73 -11.25
Government revenue -1.49 -1.43 1.43 3.20

Real exchange rate -0.19 -0.33 0.20 1.59

Exports (million $) -0.34 -0.89 0.33. 1.68
Imports (million $) -0.27 -0.72 0.27 1.35
Foreign savings/GDP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Sectoral production
Agriculture -0.08 -0.22 0.06 0.08
Industry -0.74 -1.02 0.54 2.29

Formal -1.00 -1.50 0.76 3.71
Informal -0.44 -0.36 0.27 0.35

Services 1.36 0.13 -1.25 -1.20
Formal -0.48 -1.04 0.48 2.43
Informal 0.20 -0.30 -0.18 -0.25

Public administration 7.98 3.60 -7.41 -10.77

Total 0.28 -0.34 -0.31 0.29

Household incomes
Urban I (high -income) -0.61 -1.20 0.70 2.54
Urban II (middle-income) 2.25 0.43 -2.05 -2.27
Urban III (low-income) 0.00 -0.32 -0.01 -0.55
Small farm Plateau -0.26 -0.47 0.22 1.09
Small farm East -0.35 -0.58 0.28 1.27
Small farm West/South -0.23 -0.41 0.20 1.01
Large farm rural high-income -0.08 -0.24 0.10 0.24
Nonfarm rural low-income -0.31 -0.30 0.32 -0.45

Total 0.00 -0.42 . 0.02 0.63

Source: Model simulations.
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total savings in the economy. As a result, total investment falls by 4.6 percent
(year 1). Urban households with skilled labor (especially urban II) who enjoy
higher government salaries benefit most in year 1. The additional spending,
concentrated on government salaries and subsequently on other domestic goods,
causes domestic prices to rise, i.e., the real exchange rate appreciates slightly,
which hurts the agricultural sector and rural incomes. By year 6, real GOP is 0.3
percent lower and average real incomes are 0.4 percent below base run levels.

Only for urban II households does the increase in government salaries
outweigh the effects of the lower overall economic activity caused by a smaller
capital stock. For urban I households, lower revenues from capital lead to a
decline in real incomes of 1.2 percent by year 6. For all rural poor households,
the increase in government current expenditures results in a decline in real
income mainly because of the appreciation of the real exchange rate.

Simulation 14 models a nominal exchange rate devaluation of 10 percent
together with a freeze on additional government expenditures in nominal tenns.
This simulation approximately equals a reduction in real government expendi
tures of 10 percent with no change in the exchange rate. Prices in the model rise
by nearly 10 percent, and the major real effect is that public recurrent and capital
expenditures shift into savings and private investment. Total investment in
creases by 3.6 percent in year 1. Real devaluation initially causes a drop in real
GOP of 0.6 percent, but by year 6, real GOP is 0.1 percent higher than in the base
run because of the positive effects of higher capital stocks in the devaluation
scenario.

A depreciation in the real exchange rate of 0.2 percent pushes real incomes
of small fanners up in year 1. Urban semi-skilled households suffer a decline in
real incomes due to lower government salaries. By year 6 of the simulation,
though, urban I household incomes are 2.5 percent higher than in the base run
due mainly because of higher earnings from capital.

SUMMARY

Across the wide array of simulations presented in this chapter, the policy
interventions create the most benefit for urban households with skilled labor and
for those who capture most of the returns to capital. Rural households receive
few indirect benefits from increased investment spending and often gain less
than other households when increased foreign savings or new investment ieads
to an appreciation of the real exchange rate.

These simulations mainly demonstrate that apart from the direct effects of a
policy on sectoral output - as in the case of an investment in a given sector, an
import tariff on a sector's output, or changes in government expenditures - the
urban bias in investment spending and the appreciation in the real exchange rate
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that accompanies capital inflows tend to worsen income distribution, often to
the disadvantage of the rural poor. Changes in the pattern of investment
spending or offsetting macroeconomic policies to prevent an appreciation of the
real exchange rate could have more equitable results.



6. Conclusions

Madagascar's investment boom, external shocks, and stabilization and struc
tural adjustment policies caused macroeconomic aggregates to fluctuate wildly
in the late 1970s and throughout the 1980s. This monograph uses a CGE model
to analyze the effects of changes in macroeconomic and sectoral policies on
household incomes. The purpose of the model simulations is not to measure
exactly the effects of policies. Parameter values in the model are known only
approximately, and the model results should be regarded accordingly. More
important than the exact numbers, however, is an understanding of how, and
how much, policies and external shocks affect household incomes.

The simulation results point to three key mechanisms in determining the
impact of macroeconomic policies on household incomes: the real exchange
rate, investment levels, and aggregate demand effects. Real exchange rate
changes, whether caused by changes in trade policy, foreign capital inflows, or
other factors, largely determine incentives to produce and consume in the
economy. Policies that lead to a depreciation of the real exchange rate tend to
benefit the agricultural sector and small farmers, who constitute the bulk of the
poor in Madagascar. Increased government savings and total investment, on the
other hand, tend to benefit higher-income urban households, who gain most
from gains in the industrial and construction sectors. These effects result from
an urban bias in the destination of investment as well as in the composition of
investment goods - factors held fixed in the model simulations. Investing more
in rural activities, using more unskilled labor and local materials, is likely to
more positively affect the poor. Finally, because of considerable underemploy
ment ofunskilled labor, the supply ofnontraded goods is relatively elastic. Thus,
there are positive multiplier effects resulting from increases in aggregate de
mand, regardless of the source.

In most of the simulations, urban high-income households, not the poor, are
more affected by policy changes and external shocks than are other household
groups. Urban high-income households own significant amounts of two of the
most scarce resources in the Malagasy economy: capital and skilled labor. Thus,
policy-induced changes in the formal sector and in the levels of investment
create major changes in the incomes of the richer households. These households
gained the most from the investment boom and lost the most from the economic
contraction during the stabilization period - one reason why adjustment
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policies were initially so strongly resisted in Madagascar, as elsewhere in
sub-Saharan Africa. The same households also enjoyed rents emanating from
trade restrictions, so trade liberalization sharply lowered their real incomes.

The simulations strongly suggest that by contrast, lower-income households
in Madagascar, particularly small farmers, gained little from the investment
boom of the late 1970s and early 1980s, and they suffered relatively less from
the stabilization measures undertaken. Moreover, trade liberalization, a major
part of the structural adjustment package in the 1980s, benefited not only small
farmers, but the urban poor and the nonfarm rural poor as well.

These results may surprise many because a number of other studies have
focused on the urban poor, which in Madagascar (at least in the capital city
where subsidized rice was generally available) actually suffered significantly
when the government eliminated the rice subsidies during the stabilization in
the early 1980s. This urban bias has occurred partly because data with which to
assess changes in rural real incomes is lacking. Too often, however, the
perception that macroeconomic reform harms the poor is derived from a false
before-and-after comparison, which fails to recognize that the situation before
the reform cannot be sustained. The analysis here suggests that stabilization
measures do indeed reduce real incomes throughout the economy. The bulk of
the adjustment, however, is not borne by the rural poor, who in Madagascar
constitute most of the poor, but by urban household groups, particularly the
urban rich. Trade liberalization, which in Madagascar followed the major
stabilization efforts by a period of several years, benefited the poor.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Sectoral and household-level interventions can of course offset the negative
effects of macroeconomic and other policies on income distribution. But inter
ventions such as food subsidies and income transfers can be expensive and
difficult to target and administer. Although tax policies can be used to adjust
relative prices of key goods to favor the poor, targeting and enforcement can be
problematic.

The urban bias in development policy effects is not unchangeable, however.
Investment can be more concentrated in rural areas where the bulk of the poor
live and in labor-intensive urban activities. More unskilled labor could be used
in capital construction, which would iricrease demand for labor supplied by poor
households. An appropriate blend of fiscal, monetary, and exchange rate poli
cies can prevent real exchange rate appreciations that hurt the rural poor.

On the level of a single project, the linkages described in this report may be
negligible. Of far more importance is ensuring sound microeconomic and
financial aspects of the project. Yet the overall framework of a development
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strategy concerned with poverty cannot ignore the macroeconomic linkages
modeled above. The investment boom of the late 1970s did not greatly benefit
the poor, and rice policies, while benefiting the urban poor, pushed the rural
poor population, who constitute the bulk of Madagascar's poor, into deeper
poverty.

More work must be done to better understand the dynamic implications of
development policy alternatives, especially the interactions among rural savings
and investment, infrastructure, and environmental issues relating to land degra
dation. As more data from household surveys are gathered, the quality of the
SAM underlying the model can be improved, the reliability of the simulation
results can be enhanced, and a deeper understanding of key components of
Madagascar's economy will emerge. Possibly, then, poverty issues can be
incorporated into policy analysis early enough in future development policies
to more equitably distribute the benefits of economic growth.



Appendix A:
Equations

of the Core Model

This appendix outlines the main structure of the Madagascar CGE model. The
discussion follows that in Dervis, de Melo, and Robinson (1982) and in Condon,
Dahl and Devarajan (1987). Equations for production activities, import demand,
and export supply of commodities are presented first. Then, equations for
incomes, expenditures, and s.avings of households and other institutions are
described; The chapter concludes with equations for investment and foreign
savings, and a discussion ofmodel closure. Appendix C describes modifications
to the main model, Le., equations to model rice subsidies and CES production
functions.

PRODUCTION

Real output (XPTACTj) of each of activity is a function of capital (Kj), labor of
skill level k (Lkj), and intermediate inputs (Qij). Assuming fixed quantities of
intermediate inputs (Qij) per unit ofoutput (XPTACT j), (i.e., constant input-output
coeffiCients [aij]), the production function is:

XPTAC1j = f (Lkj , Kj , Qij ) =f (Lkj , K i , aij XPTACTj ) • (1)

Following neoclassical theory, producers in the model maximize profits given
the technology available (represented by the production function) and prices of
factors of production, inputs, and outputs. Profits are defined as:

PROFI1j = Pj (1 - tprodj ) *XPTACTj - L Pi aij XPTACTj - L Wkj L kj - rjKj , (2)
k

where (tprodj) is the tax on production, Wkj is the wage rate paid to labor of type
k in sector j, and rj is the rate of return on capital in sector j.

Assuming capital (K j) is fixed in the short run, the first order conditions for
profit maximization are obtained by differentiating equation 2 by Lkjto get:

PREVIOUS PAGE BLANK
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or

where

[-.!JL] ~ [!!!LJp·(l-tprod·) * -£..JP.. *a·, -Wk'=O
J J dL

k
, IJ IJ dL

k
. '.j ,

'.j i '.j

[
dfj JPVAj if;; = Wkj

(3)

(4)

In the core Madagascarmodel,j(Lkj, Kj) is a Cobb-Douglas production func
tion, with three types of labor (k=3),

Equation 3 then becomes:

(
XPTACIj J

PVA, * * (J.k· =Wk'
J Lkj '.j '.j

or

(5)

(6)

(J.kj * PVAj * XPTACTj = Wkj * Lkj, for k = 1,3 .

Equation 6 is just the familiar result that for a Cobb-Douglas production
function, the (J.kj's represent the shares of value added paid to each factor of
production. Equation 6, the result of the profit maximization in equation 2, is
included in the model equations in the GAMS program.23

For each type oflabor, total labor demanded by all activities must equal labor
supply (LSk ), which is exogenously given.

(7)

Aggregation of Production Activities

The Madagascar model defines two sets of quantities and prices in the produc
tion block to distinguish between production activities and the commodities
produced, and in order to explicitly incorporate marketing margins and indirect
taxes for commodities.

23 In the Madagascar model, for a given skill type, the wage rate varies across sectors by a constant
factor, WDIST kj' Thus in the model wkj in equation 6 is replaced by wk * WDIST kj-
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PPTAC~ is the price of the output of activity j, XPTAC~. The 27 activities in
the model produce only 15 commodities, and some activities produce more than
one commodity. The model is defined so that the output of commodity i is a
fixed proportion, OUTMA~i of the total output of the activity, XPTAC~. Total
domestic production ofeach commodity (XPTi ) equals the sum of the production
of commodity i by all activities:

L XPTA~ * OUTMA~i = XPTi .

j

(8)

Only one factory gate price is assumed for each commodity i, PPTj • The price
of the activity (PPTA~ ) is thus defined so that the total value of the output of
the activity equals the sum of the values of the commodities produced:

PPTACT * XPTACT = "'" PPT· * OUTMAT· * XPTACT) ).L.i I )1 ) ,

or

PPTACTj = L PPTi * OUTMA~i .

IMPORT DEMAND AND EXPORT SUPPLY

(9)

(10)

It is standard to assume in simple commodity trade models a fixed world price
(i.e., the country modeled is a price-taker) and perfect substitutability between
the domestic good and the internationally traded commodity, so that the law of
one price holds. Given the high level of aggregation in an economywide model,
this assumption is not reasonable for most sectors. Thus for importables, an
alternative formulation first proposed by Armington (1969) is used.24

First a composite commodity (XTi ) is defined as a CES function of imported
goods M; and domestically produced commodities (XPD j ):

(
-po -p,)-l/Pi

XT· = AC- * b·M· '+ (1 - b· ) XPD· '1 1 I I I 1 •

Given equation 10, each consumer chooses M; and XPDi in order to minimize
the cost of obtaining a unit of XTi:

PCi * XTi = PPDi * (l + MARGDi + DSALRATE;) * XPDi +

PMi * (1 + MARGMi + ISALRATEi) * Mi , (11)

24 The following discussion of import demand and export supply is drawn from Dervis, de Melo,
and Robinson (1982, pp. 221-230) and Condon, Dahl, and Devarajan (1987, pp. 6-9).
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where PCj is the user's price of domestic absorption for commodity i, MARGDj

and MARGM; are percentage marketing margins for domestic goods and imports,
respectively, DSALRATEj and ISALRATEj are indirect tax rates for domestic goods
and imports, respectively, and PMj is the elF price plus import tariffs. The
solution to this cost minimization yields:

a( Ja.M; PPDj i 0; I

XPD, = [ PM, ) 1 - 0,

Equation 12 expresses the ratio of imported goods to domestically produced
goods as a function of relative prices of imported and domestically produced
goods, where ai =1 / (1 + Pi) is the "trade substitution" elasticity. The larger the
value for ai, the greater the sensitivity of the share of imports in total supply to
price changes. In the limit, with (Ji equal to infinity (i.e., imports and domestic
goods are perfect substitutes), PPDj must equal PMj if impor~s and domestic
production are both nonzero.

Madagascar's demand for imports is assumed to be too small to affect world
prices, so the world price of imports expressed in foreign currency (PWMj) is
fixed exogenously. The domestic price of imports is determined by:

(13)

(14)

where tm; is the import tariff on import good i, and ER is the nominal exchange
rate expressed in FMG per unit of foreign currency.

For export goods, world demand for Madagascar's exports is modeled as a
constant elasticity of demand function:

-.5... = [PWEOjJ:rI
i

EOj PWEj ,

where PWEOj is a weighted average of world prices of good i. The magnitude of
11i depends on Madagascar's market share and on the degree of product differ
entiation. In the limit, as 11i approaches infinity, an increase in Madagascar's
exports does not result in a change in the price Madagascar receives. This
standard small-country assumption, where the world demand is perfectly elastic,
is appropriate for Madagascar's exports of rice and coffee, which are a very
small share of world trade. For other traditional exports, such as cloves and
vanilla,25 a smaller export price elasticity may more accurately model world
demand.26

25 Included with coffee as part of "export crops,"

26 In the model simulations presented in chapters 4 and 5, the small-country hypothesis is adopted
for all products, Equation 14 is dropped and the world price, pWEi ,is fixed exogenously.
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The domestic price ofexports (FOB), PEj , equals the world FOB price converted
to domestic currency, less export taxes:

ER
PE j =PWEj * (1 + TEj) ,

(15)

where TEj is the export tax.
Analogous to import goods, export goods and domestically produced and

consumed goods may not be perfect substitutes because of the relatively high
level of aggregation in the model (e.g., shellfish, which are exported, and cattle
are both included in the livestock and fishing sector of the model), and also
because ofquality differences for a given commodity. Following Condon, Dahl,
and Devarajan (1987), a CET function between domestically consumed goods
and exported goods is used:

XPTj=ATj * (Yi Eii + (1 - Yi)XPDii)l!1¥;, (16)

where 'Vi is the elasticity of transformation. Total revenues from sales for
domestic use and exports are:

PEj
PPT- * XPT- =PPD· * XPD· + * E· .

I I I I (1 + margxj) I

(17)

Maximizing total revenues (equation 17) given the aggregation function (equa
tion 16) gives the'following export supply function:

[

. ]<1>;
~= PEj * (1-Yi)
XPDj PPDj Yi

(18)

PE· 1
where PE; = I and <l>i =--1'

1+ margXj 'V -
The equations for nontraded goods are simpler than those for traded goods.

For nonimportable goods, the aggregation, equation (10), becomes:

XTj=XPDj .

For nonexportable goods, equation 16 reduces to:

XPTj=XPDj .

(19)

(20)

Figure A.I summarizes the relationships between the variables describing
domestic, imported, and exported quantities and the corresponding prices in the
model.
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Figure A.1 - Structure of Price and Quantity Aggregations
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INCOMES AND EXPENDITURES

Value added generated by the production activities in the model is paid to factors
of production: labor and capital (including land). Factor paymen~s are allocated
to institutions (households and formal enterprises) according to the ownership
of factors by each institution.

Households

Total income of household h has three basic components: wages, returns to
capital and land, and transfers received from both the domestic institutions and
the Rest of World. The amount of labor income received by a particular
household depends on the employment status of its members and the skill
distribution within the household. The total salary paid to labor of a certain skill
category lc (LCSALle) is given by:

LCSALle = L WDISTlej * L1e,j'

j

(21)

Similarly, total returns to capital of type kc are given by:

RETKke =~ (PVAj * XPTAC1j - ACTSALj) * SHRKCke,j , (22)
J

where SHRKCkej is the constant share of total returns to capital in activity j paid
to capital of type kc, and ACTSALj is total salaries paid in activity j:

ACTSALj =L (WAle * WDISTj,lc * Lj,lc) .
Ie

Total income for household h equals:

Yh= ~.(shrle,h * LCSALle ) +t (shrke,h * RETKke) +

L TRANSFERh,INST ,
INST

(23)

(24)

where Shne,h is the share of labor of type lc owned by household h, shrke,h is the
share of capital of type· kc owned by household h, and TRANSFERh,INST are
transfers received by household h from institutions INST.

The consumption of commodity i by household h is assumed to be a fixed
share of total expenditure:

(25)
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where CDjh stands for real consumption of commodity i by householdh, and
YDh is the disposable income ofthe household. This disposable income is defined
as total household income (Yh) minus the savings (SA VHHh) , income tax
(TD1Rh * Yh), and all transfer payments made by the household to the other
institutions in the economy (TRANHHh):27

and

TRANHHh =L TRANSFER/NST,h .
INST

(26)

(27)

Total consumption of commodity i, CD j , is just the sum of the consumption
of commodity i across households:

CD j= L cjh ·
h

(28)

The aggregate consumer price index, P1NDEX, is computed as a weighted
average of user prices for composite goods. Thus:

P1NDEX = L 8 j * pCj , (29)

where ej is the share of consumption of good i in total private consumption in
the base data. Household savings (Sh) are determined as a linear function of
household income:

where MPSh is the marginal propensity to save as a function of income:

TOTHHSAV = L SAVHHh .

h

Government Current Accounts

(30)

(31)

Government expenditure demand by commodity is a fixed share of real total
government current expenditure (GDTOT), which is given exogenously:

GDj=GLESj * GDTOT. (32)

27 Institutions include all households, fonnal enterprises, government, and the Rest of the World.
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Government revenues are equal to import tariffs (TARIFF), export duties28

(DUTY), indirect taxes on production (PRODTX) , indirect taxes on domestic
commodities (DSALETX), sales taxes on imported goods (ISALETX) , direct taxes
on households (DIRTX), and transfers from other institutions (including income
taxes on formal sector enterprises):

GR = TARIFF + DUTY + PRODTX + DSALETX + ISALETX +

DIRTX + L TRANadpub,inst
INST

TARIFF = " TM· * PWM· M· * ERkJ I I I

DUTY =LTE; * PE; * E;
i

PRODTX =" TPROD· * PPTACF· * XPTACT·kJ ] ] ]
j

DSALETX = " DSALERATE· * PPD· * XPD·kJ I I I

i

ISALETX = " ISALRATE * PM· * M·kJ I I I

i

DIRTX = L TD/Rh * Yh •

h

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

(38)

(39)

Government savings are defined as:

GOVSAV = GR - LPC; * GD; - L TRANSFER/NST,ADPUB , (40)
INST

where TRANSFER/NST,ADPUB stands for transfer payments made by the government
to all other institutions.

Formal Enterprises

The income of formal enterprises (YENTF) is equal to total returns to formal
capital (RETKkf) , plus transfers received from other institutions:

YENTF = RETKkf+ L TRANent/,INST'
INST

28 Export duties include the revenues of the export stabilization fund (FNUP).

(41)
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All income of formal sector institutions goes toward transfers (dividends,
insurance payments, etc.) which are exogenous, and to savings (ENTFSA v):

ENTFSA V =YENTF - L TRANSFER/NST,ENTF .

INST

National Income

Total GDP (YGDP) is equal to value added plus indirect taxes:

YGDP + L PVAj *XPTACTj + PRODTX + TARIFF +
j

DUTY + DSALETX + ISALETX .

INVESTMENT DEMAND

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

In the core Madagascar model, the pool ofsavings available determines the level
of total private investment. Government investment is exogenous.

Private investment by commodity (ID j ) is calculated as a fixed proportion of
the investment by sector of destination (DK):

ID j =L IMATij * DKj ,

j

where IMATij is the capital composition matrix. The unit price of new capital
(investment) for sectorj, PKj equals the sum of the costs of all investment goods
i used to create a unit of capital in sector j:

PKj =L pCj * IMATij .

j

The value of investment by sector ofdestination (PKj * DKj ) is in turn assumed
to be a fixed share of total fixed investment:

PKj * DKj = KIOj * (SA VINGS - TOTDSTK - CGOVIVF) , (46)

where SA VINGS is total savings, TOTDSTK is the value of total change in stocks,
and VGOVIVF is the value of government fixed investment. Total private invest
ment is simply the sum of private investment in each activity:

DKTOT= LD~.
j

(47)
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Total savings (SAVINGS) equals the sum of total household savings (TOTHHSAV),

government savings (GOVSAV), formal enterprise savings (ENTFSAV), and foreign
savings (FSA v) multiplied by the exchange rate (ER):

SA VINGS = TOTHHSA V + GOVSAV + ENTFSA V + FSA V * ER . (48)

Change in the stock of each commodity. (DSTKi) is assumed fixed in real
terms,29 so that the value of total change in stocks is:

TOTDSTK =L pCi * DSTKi •
(49)

The quantity ofgovernment investment by commodity (pci * GID;) is modeled
as a fixed share of total real government investment (GOVIVI'). Total value of
government investment (VGOVIVI') is:

GIDi = GIOi * GOVIVI' .

VGOVIVI' = L pCi * GIDi •

(50)

(51)

Depreciation30 is assumed to be a fixed percentage (DEPRj ) of the value of the
capital stock in each activity j:

DEPRECIA =L DEPRj * PKj * Kj .

j

THE CURRENT ACCOUNT AND FOREIGN SAVINGS

(52)

The current account equation defines foreign savings (expressed in terms of
foreign currency) as the total value of imports and transfers from Madagascar
less the total value of exports and transfers from the Rest of World:

L PWMi * Mi + (l/ER) LTRANSFERROWJNST

i INST

=L PWEi * Ei + (lfER) L TRANSFER/NST,ROW+ FSAV. (53)
INST

29 Changes in stock could be modeled alternatively as a constant fraction of the output of a sector.

30 In a dynamic model, depreciation in period t would reduce the capital stock in period t + 1.
In this static model, the depreciation variable DEPRECIA does not enter any other equations. The
model's household incomes, savings, and investments are measured in gross terms are not net
of depreciation.
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SUPPLY-DEMAND·BALANCE AND CLOSURE

Total demand equals total supply for each commodity:

XT; = INT; + CD; + GD; + ID; + GID; + DST; , (54)

where intennediate inputs (INT;) are the sum of the intennediate uses of com
modity i across allactivitiesj:

INT; = L aij * XPTAC1j .

j

(55)

For goods produced by the commerce sector (commodity 13), equation 51 is
modified to include marketing margins on exports (MARGXTOT) , imports
(MARGMTOT), and domestic production (MARGDTOT):

INT13 = L aij XPTAC1j + (MARGXTOT +

j

MARGMTOT+ MARGDTOT) / PC13 ,

where

MARGXTOT= ~ PE- *MARGX./(1 + MARGX.) * E-.£..J I I I I

i

MARGMTOT = ~ PM· *MARGM· * M·.£..J I I I

i

MARGDTOT = LPPD; * MARGD j * XPD; .

Closure of the Model

(56)

(57)

(58)

(59)

Altogether, the Madagascar model includes 696 variables (Table A.l).31 Table
A.2 lists 602 equations, and each equation is matched with an endogenous
variable contained in the equation. Although the model equations are solved
simultaneously and each variable is generally found in more than one equation,
the pairing of equations and variables is useful for understanding the structure
of the model.

31 The GAMS solution algorithm used requires that the model be set up in the general form of
maximizing an objective function given a set ofconstraints. Thus one other equation is added (OB1),
defining the objective variable OMEGA as a constant. See Condon, Dahl, and Devarajan (1987).
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Table A.1 - Variables of Madagascar CGE Model

Variables
Variable Symbol Number Exogenous Equation

PPD I 15 EQUIL
PM I(1M) 9 PMDEF
PE I(IT) 9 PEDEF
PK IACT 27 PKDEF
PPT I 15 SALES
PPTACT IACT 27 PPTDEF
PC I 15 ABSORPTION
PVA IACT 27 ACTP
PINDEX 1 PINDXDEF
PWM I(IM) 9 9
PWE I(IT) 9 ESUPPLY
TM I(1M) 9 9
ER 1 1
XT I 15 ARMINGTON, XSN
XPT I 15 XPTDEF
XPD I 15 CET,XXDSN
XPTACT IACT-1 26 ACTIVITY
E 1(IT) 9 EDEMAND
M I(IM) 9 COSTMIN
K IACT-1 26 26
WA LC 3 LMEQUIL
LS LC 3 3
L IACT, LC 81 29 PROFITMAX
'NT I 15 INTEQ, INTEQCOMM
MARGXTOT 1 MARXDEF
MARGMTOT 1 MARGMDEF
MARGDTOT 1 MARGDDEF
DST I 15 15
CD I 15 CDEQ
CDHH IxH 120 CONHHEQ
TRANHH H 8 TRANHHEQ
SAVHH H 8 SAVHHEQ
YGDP 1 GDP
ACTSAL IACT 27 ACTSALDEF
RETK KC 6 RETKDEF
LCSAL LC 3 LCSALDEF
Y H 8 YHDEF
YENTF 1 YENTFDEF
ENTFSAV 1 SAVENTFEQ
TOTHHSAV 1 TOTHHSAVEQ
GD 15 GDEQ
ID 15 IEQ

(Table continues on the following page.)
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Table A.1 (continued)

Variables
Variable
GR

TARIFF

PRODTX

DUTY

DSALETX

ISALETX

DIRTX

GDTOT

GOVIVT

VGOVIVT

GOVSAV

GID

DEPRECIA

SAVINGS

FSAV

DK

DKTOT

TOTDSTK

OMEGA

Total

Symbol Number
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

15
1
1
1

IACT 27
1
1
1

696

Exogenous Equation
GREQ

TARIFFDEF

PRODTXDEF

DUTYDEF

DSALETXDEF

ISALETXDEF

DIRTXDEF

VGOVIVTDEF

GRUSE

GIDEF

DEPREQ

TOTSAV

CAEQa

PRODINV

DKTOTDEF

TOTSTKDEF

OBJ

95

a One equation can be eliminated by Walras' law. CAEQ is usually omitted.

Only 601 (602 - 1), equations are independent; the 602nd equation is redun
dant by Walras' law.32 Thus one equation can be dropped. This leaves 696
variables and only 601 equations. More restrictions to the model, in the form of
more equations or making more variables exogenous, are necessary to "close"
the model.

A number of restrictions are implicit from the above presentation of the
equations of the model. Certain activities (mostly agricultural activities) require
no skilled labor for production. In these cases, no labor demand equations are
specified and labor demand must be set to zero. Total supply of labor for each
of the three labor types is also fixed exogenously. Capital stock in each of the

32 Walras' law states that under certain conditions for the production and' demand functions,
satisfied by the functional forms chosen here, if there are k commodities and the excess demand
equations for k-l of the commodities are satisfied (equal to zero), then the excess demand equation
for the kth commodity will also be satisfied. Intuitively, this can be seen by considering that if total
income in the economy equals total expenditure, then knowing expenditure on k-l commodities and
total expenditure is sufficient to determine the expenditure on the kth commodity. See Henderson
and Quandt (1980), Varian (1978), and Dervis, de Mem, and Robinson (1982).
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Table A.2 - Equations of Madagascar CGE Model

Equation Equation Equations

Name Number Symbol Number Variable

ACTP 4 IACT 2.7 PVA(IACT)

ACTIVITY 5 IACT-1 26 XPTACT(IACT)

PROFITMAX 6 52 L(IACT,LC)

LMEQUIL 7 LC 3 WA(LC)

XPTDEF 8 I 15 XPT(I)

PPTDEF 9 IACT 27 PPTACT(lACT)

ARMINGTON 10 1M 9 XT(IM)

ABSORPTION 11 I 15 PC(I)

COSTMIN 12 1M 9 M(IM)

PMDEF 13 1M 9 PM(IM)

ESUPPLY 14 IT 9 PWE(IT)

PEDEF 15 IT 9 PE(IT)

CET 16 IT 9 XPD(IT)

SALES 17 I 15 PPT(I)

EDEMAND 18 IT 9 E(IT)

XSN 19 INM 6 XT(INM)

XXDSN 20 II\JX 6 XPD(INX)

LCSALDEF 21 LC 3 LCSAL(LC)

RETKDEF 22 KC 6 RETK(KC)

ACTSALOEF 23 IACT 27 ACTSAL(IACT)

YHDEF 24 H 8 Y(H)

CONHHEQ 25 I*H 120 CDHH(I,H)

TRANHHEQ 27 H 8 TRANHH(H)

CDEQ 28 I 15 CD(I)

PINDXDEF 29 1 PINDEX

SAVHHEQ 30 H 8 SAVHH(H)

TOTHHSAVEQ 31 1 TOTHHSAV

GDEQ 32 15 GD(I)

GREQ 33 1 GR

TARIFFDEF 34 1 TARIFF

DUTYDEF 35 1 DUTY

PRODTXDEF 36 1 PRODTX

DSALETXDEF 37 1 DSALETX

ISALETXDEF 38 1 ISALETX

DIRTXDEF 39 1 DIRTX

GRUSE 40 1 GOVSAV

YENTFDEF 41 1 YENTF

SAVENTFEQ 42 1 ENTFSAV

GOP 43 1 YGOP

IEQ 44 I 15' ID(I)

PKDEF 45 IACT 27 PK(IACT)

PRODINV 46 IACT 27 Dl«IACT)

(Table continues on the fol/owing page.)
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Table A.2 (continued)

Equation Equation Equations

Name Number Symbol Number Variable

DKTOTDEF 47 1 DKTOT

TOTSAV 48 1 SAVINGS

TOTSTKDEF 49 1 TOTDSTK

GIDEF 50 15 GID(I)

VGOVIVTDEF 51 1 VGOVIVT

DEPREQ 52 1 DEPRECIA

CAEQ 53 1 FSAV

EQUIL 54 I 15 PPD(I)

INTEQ 55 J-1 14 INT(J)

INTEQCOMM 56 1 INT("COMM-P")

MARGXDEF 57 1 MARGXTOT

MARGMDEF 58 1 MARGMTOT

MARGDDEF 59 1 MARGDTOT

OBJ 1 OMEGA

Total equations 602

Closure
ER.FX 1
KFX IACT-1 26
DST.FX(I) I 15
PWM.FX 1M 9
LS.FX LC 3
L.FX(LC" IACT) 29
TM.FX(IM) 1M 9
FSAV.FX 1
GDTOT.FX 1
GOVIVT.FX 1

Total exogenous
variables 95

Total equations plus
exogenous variables 697

Total variables 696

Note: One equation is redundant by Walras' law.

26 activities with positive value added33 is specified as an exogenous variable,
with its level set equal to the base case value. Changes in stock, DST(J), are fixed
exogenously for each of the 15 commodities. World import prices (expressed

33 The infonnal rice milling sector produces no value added (following Madagascar's national
accounts conventions), and neither capital stock nor an activity equation is included in the model.
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in foreign currency) forthe nine imported goods are also fixed. Finally, in the
GAMS code, TM is specified as a variable (to make it easy to run policy
simulations involving changes in tariff rates), but it is fixed exogenously for all
nine imported commodities. This gives 692 (601 + 29 + 3 + 26 + 15 + 9 + 9)
restrictions (601 independent equations and 91 exogenous variables) for 696 .
variables.

The remaining four restrictions determine the closure of the model. The real
values of government investment (GOVIVT) and government expenditure
(GDTOT) typically are set exogenously. Of the three remaining variables-the
aggregate price index (PINDEX), the nominal exchange rate (ER), and foreign
savings (FSAV)-two must be fixedexogenously. Fixing both PINDEX and ER sets
the real exchange rate (ERJPINDEX) and allows foreign savings to be determined
endogenously. Letting foreign savings vary across policy simulations, however,
makes a comparison of the real income results hard to interpret. Often a tradeoff
must occur between higher foreign savings-more foreign debt-and higher
current income.) A more common closure is to fix ER and FSAV and let PINDEX

vary.
Other closures are possible as well. However, a solution to the model does

not necessarily exist for all possible values ofa given set ofexogenous variables.
For example, since together ER and PINDEX define the real exchange rate and
essentially determine the current account balance (the negative of the level of
foreign savings, FSA v), the model may have no solution if ER and PINDEX are set
at their base levels, FSA V is fixed at a level 50 percent below its base value, and
another formerly exogenous variable, e.g., the tariff on manufactured imports,
is made endogenous. Although the system of equations would still involve 696
variables and 696 restrictions, no level of tariff on manufactured goods could
reduce total imports enough to improve the current account balance by 50
percent.

Other closures could be implemented with minor changes to the model. One
possibility would be to fix private investment exogenously and allow the
marginal propensity to save of one or more household groups to vary in order
to achieve the savings-investment balance.

John M
Rectangle
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Appendix B:
Production, Consumption,

and Savings Parameters

Thisappendix presents the disaggregation of production activities, commodi
ties, and institutions, and the major parameters of the modeL Many of the
coefficients in the model are derived directly from the base data, the 1984
Madagascar SAM (Dorosh et al. 1991), or are implicit in the base data given the
functional forms used in the model equations. This appendix, therefore, empha
sizes parameters involving production, household consumption, and savings,
which can be specified exogenously by the user.

PRODUCTION FUNCTION PARAMETERS

In a model using Cobb-Douglas production functions (equation 5), the user
cannot arbitrarily specify parameters if the model is to replicate the base data.
The Clkj exponents on labor inputs (Lkj) must equal the factor shares if profit
maximization is assumed (equation 6). Given the Clk/ s, Lkj, Clkj and output
XPTACI'j, the coefficient Aj is simply:

A. = XPTACF·
J al'~' a 3, (l-a""""'"4-«3')LI/ * Lz/ *Y/ * Kj lj ,

With CES production functions, described in the next chapter, one parameter
(the elasticity of substitution) is specified independently by the user.

TRADE PARAMETERS

The substitution parameters used in the aggregation of imported and domestic
goods (O'i) determine import demand elasticities, given the shares of domesti
cally produced goods in total consumption (equation 12). Similarly, the substi
tution parameters ('lfi) used in the aggregation of exported and domestic goods
(equation 17) determine export supply elasticities given the share of domestic
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sales in total sales of domestically produced goods. A high value of (Ji or 'J!i

indicates that the goods are close substitutes. For each commodity, (Ji and 'J!i are
assumed to have the same value. A value of2.0 was assigned to goods for which
domestic goods consumed or produced are close substitutes for goods traded on
the world market (rice, export crops, and industrial crops). An intermediate
value of 0.9 was assigned to other crops, livestock, energy, processed food, and
textiles. For manufactured products and all services, (Ji and 'J!i take a value of
0.4.34

The elasticity of world demand, 11i in equation 14, reflects Madagascar's
market share and the degree to which Madagascar's exports differ from other
countries' exports of the same commodity. A value of 0.4 is used for all
commodities.

OTHER PARAMETERS AND COEFFICIENTS

One other major parameter, households' marginal propensity to save (MPSh ), is
chosen independently of the SAM. The marginal propensity to save can be
alternatively set equal to the average savings rate from the SAM. Table B.l
presents the values of MPSh in the base version of the model.

Table 8.1 - Savings Parameters for the Madagascar Model

Household Group Marginal Propensity to Save

Urban rich
Urban average
Urban poor
Small farm Plateau
Small farm East Coast
Small farm West and South
Rural rich
Rural nonfarm poor

0.15
0.05
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.10
0.02

Unlike in the published SAM (Dorosh et al. 1991), all transfers between
institutions (including households) are equal to zero in the model database.
Rather, these transfers have been netted out, reducing both expenditures of
institutions paying transfers and incomes of institutions receiving transfers. The
effect is to change the level of savings and total expenditures of each institution

34 These parameter values are similar to those used in the Cameroon model (Condon, Dahl, and
Devarajan 1987). Michel and Noel (1984) discuss empirical estimates of trade parameters.
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in the model, since these values are now net of transfers. Since consumption by
households is specified as a function of expenditures net of transfers (equations
29 and 30), removing transfers from the base SAM does not affect household
consumption. Similarly, removing transfers does not affect households' mar
ginal propensity to save (which is specified exogenously), but changes only the
intercept sO of the savings function (equation 30).

The other parameters and coefficients of the model, such as the tables of
input-output coefficients (lOji) , distribution of returns to capital and labor by
household type SHRKCHHkc,h and SHRLCHH/c,h' are taken directly from the SAM.



Appendix C:
Modifications

to the Static
Core Model

This appendix describes a number of modifications to the static core model and
the equations used in the dynamic model. First, equations for constant elasticity
of substitution (CES) production functions, which allow the user to specify
elasticities of substitution (and elasticities of supply) are presented. The second
modification, linear expenditure system (LES) demand equations, more
realisticly specificy consumer demand by allowing nonunitary income and price
elasticities. Third, special equations detnnining infonnal sector (household
level) rice milling are specified. There follows a discussion ofendogeuous labor:
supply and modeling quantitive restrictions on imports. Fifth, modification to
the core model, additional equations for rice subsidies, enable an analysis of
Madagascar's rice import and pricing policies. Finally, the appendix concludes
with a discussion of changes in the published SAM (Dorosh et al. 1991) and an
outline of the computer code used for dynamic simulations.

CES PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS

An alternative functional fonn to model production is the CES production
function. In the Cobb-Douglas production function, the elasticity of substitution
(the change in the ratio of the factor inputs with respect to a change in the ratio
of the factor prices) is constrained to be one. In the CES production function, the
elasticity of substitution (j equals 1/(1 + P):35

(61)

35 For clarity, the subscripts indicating activity (j) are omitted in the equations in this section. Also,
XPTACTi the output ofactivity j, is written as Q.
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In the CES version, the model solves for labor demand by each activity using
the first-order conditions for profit maximization, which equate the value of
marginal product of each factor the factor payment:

aQ -p l+p (62)
aL =aLC AD Ql+P =wlp

LC LLC

aQ ~ -p l+paK =(1- .L.J aLd AD Q = rip.
LC

(63)

Taking the ratio of equations 30 and 31 gives the first-order condition used in
the model:

or

[ J

o

(1- LaLd
K LC WLC 0

LLe = aLe [-r-J ·

(64)

(65)

where a = 1/(1 + p).
These same first-order conditions are used in the calibration of the model as

well:

aLC=
(1 + L+ALd

LC

where

Returns to capital r are defined by rearranging terms from equation (63):

r =(1 - L aLd, AD-p . K-1
• P . d+P •

LC

(66)

(67)

(68)

One major advantage of the CES function is that it allows the user to specify
the short-run elasticity of supply. For a Cobb-Douglas function, elasticity of
supply is determined by the labor share in value added. Labor demand is found
from the first-order conditions:



aQ a-I I-a Wa£. =aAL K =P .
'}

Solving for L gives:

Substituting equation (70) into the production function,

W oJa-1 ( 1 JoIa
-

1

Q=A(pJ aA K.

65

(69)

(70)

(71)

Assuming a fixed capital stock and no change in the nominal wage,36 the
elasticity of supply is then:

alnQ -ex
alnP = ex - 1 = t s .

(72)

For a sector where labor accounts for most of the value added, e.g., agriculture,
this elasticity is very large. For example, if ex = .9 then ts = 9; if ex = .8, then
ts= 4.

With a CES function the short-run elasticity of supply is related to the elasticity
ofsubstitution. Intuitively, iflabor does not easily substitute for capital, a change
in output price can lead to only small changes in output in the short run when
capital is fixed and only labor inputs can vary. Because the algebraic expression
relating the short-run elasticity of supply to the elasticity of substitution and
other CES parameters is very complex, the supply elasticities shown in Table
C.I were estimated numerically, using the marginal productivity condition for
labor demand (equation 62) and the production function (equation 61).

The elasticity of substitution parameters used in the model runs with CES

production functions are given in Table C.2.

LES Consumer Demand Equations

Modeling household consumption using fixed consumption shares for each
commodity as in the core model (equation 25) has important implications:
expenditure elasticities for all commodities are equal to 1 and all own-price
elasticities are equal to -1. While these assumptions may not significantly affect
model results if one is concerned only with macroeconomic policy shocks and
results, the assumption of unitary expenditure and price elasticities is not

36 A fixed nominal wage is a reasonable assumption only when the production sector under
consideration employs only a small percentage of total labor in the economy, or when there is
considerable slackness in the labor market.
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Table C.1 - Supply Elasticities with Cobb-Douglas and CES

Production Functions

Elasticity of
Substitution Labor Share of Supply

(J = 111+p Value Added Elasticity

Cobb-Douglas 1.0 .9 9.00

CES

P = -.5 2.0 .9 18.25
p= 0 1.0 .9 9.00
p= 9 0.1 .9 0.90

Cobb-Douglas 1.0 .7 2.33

CES

P = -.5 2.0 .7 4.69
p= 0 1.0 .7 2.33
p= 9 0.1 .7 0.23

realistic for analysis of sectoral and commodity-specific policies. The economy
wide effects of these assumptions are likely to be important when the budget
shares of the commodities analyzed are large.

An alternative to fixed expenditure shares is the linear expenditure system
(LES):

PCj * CDHHj,h =pCj * CLESOj,h + CLESj,h * (YDh - Fh) I (73)

where CLESOj,h is the minimum consumption level ofcommodity i for household
h, and CLESj,h is the marginal expenditure share of commodity i out of disposable
income in excess of Fhl the value of the minimum consumption basket.

Fh =L pCj * CLESOi,h .

Expenditure elasticities for the LES are:

llih =alncDih / alnEh =(aCDih / aEh) * (Eh / CDjh )

=(CLESj,hIPj) * (EhlcDih) =CLESjhl8ih I

where 8 ih =(PiCDu!Eh is the budget share for good i.
Price elasticities for the LES are:

where FRlSCHh is the Frisch parameter.

(74)

(75)

(76)
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Table C.2 - Parameters for CES Production Functions

Labor Share of Elasticity of Supply
Sector Value Added Substitution Elasticity

1. Paddy-A 0.609 0.193 0.3
2. Paddy-B 0.502 0.298 0.3
3. Paddy-C 0.819 0.111 0.5
4. Other crops 0.715 0.200 0.5
5. Export crops - A 0.730 0.111 0.3
6. Export crops - B 0.682 0.140 0.3
7. Industrial crops - A 0.693 0.133 0.3
8. Industrial crops - B 0.594 0.205 0.3
9. Livestock - I 0.215 1.095 0.3
10. Livestock - F 0.515 0.283 0.3
11. Mining and energy 0.354 0.183 0.1
12. Rice milling - I 1.000
13. Rice milling - F 0.533 0.263 0.3
14. Food processing - I 0.215 1.819 0.5
15. Food processing - F 0.374 0.503 0.3
16. Textiles - I 0.691 0.224 0.5
17. Textiles - F 0.526 0.271 0.3
18. Other industry - I 0.645 0.276 0.5
19. Other industry - F 0.535 0.261 0.3
20. Construction - I 0.597 0.338 0.5
21. Construction - F 0.684 0.231 0.3
22. Transportation - I 0.700 0.215 0.5
23. Transportation - F 1.180
24. Commerce - I 0.200 1.992 0.5
25. Commerce - F 0.242 1.562 0.5
26. Private services 0.759 0.159 0.5
27. Public administration 1.000

Note: I indicates informal sector activity; F indicates formal sector activity.

(77)

Empirically, the estimated value of FRISCHh is about -2, with the value of
FRISCHh ranging from about -4 for low-income groups to -1.6 for high-income
households.

Tables C.3 and C.4 show the expenditure elasticities assumed for each good
i and the corresponding marginal budget share b1ih. Only n-J of the expenditure
elasticities can be independently chosen. The nth expenditure elasticity (in this
case, the expenditure elasticity for the commodity "other agriculture") is set
such that Engel's aggregation condition holds:
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Table C.3 - Consumption Parameters for Urban Households

Urban I Urban II Urban III

T1i mi T1i mi lli mi

1. Paddy 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000
2. Other food crops/forestry 0.39 0.025 0.64 0.073 0.63 0.082
3. Export crops 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000
4. Industrial crops 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000
5. Livestock/fishing 0.80 0.005 1.00 0.016 1.00 0.019
6. Mines/energy/water 0.80 0.025 1.00 0.077 0.80 0.071
7. Rice milling 0.20 0.007 0.50 0.087 0.60 0.142
8. Food industries 1.00 0.143 1.20 0.174 1.50 0.191
9. Textile industries 1.00 0.030 1.20 0.035 1.50 0.046

10. Manufacturing industries 1.30 0.325 1.30 0.106 1.50 0.070
11. Construction 1.00 0.036 1.00 0.016 1.00 0.031
12. Transport!

communications 1.00 0.100 1.20 0.045 1.20 0.027
13. Commerce 0.00 0.000 0.00 0:000 0.00 0.000
14. Services 1.00 0.300 1.20 0.367 1.20 0.316
15. Public administration 1.00 0.004 1.00 0.005 1.00 0.004
16. Noncompetitive imports

Total 1.000 1.000 1.000

Note: Totals do not add up due to rounding.

L 8ih llih = 1 . (78)

RICE MILLING BY THE HOUSEHOLD

Rice milling by the household required special treatment in the model. This
sector produces no value added in national accounts, but is necessary in the
model because paddy and rice are treated as distinct products. One option is to
hold fixed the quantity of rice milled by the household. The alternative used
here holds the share of paddy milled on the farm fixed by adding an equation,
ACTIVR7A, for the output of Rizer-A (informal sector rice milling):

XPTACT (RIZER - A ) =

XPACTO (RIZER - A ) / XPACTO (RIZER - B) * PTACT (RIZER - B) ,

where XPTACTO (RIZER-A) and XPTACTO (RIZER-B) are the base 1984 SAM levels
of informal and formal rice milling, respectively.



Table C.4 - Consumption Parameters for Rural Households

Plateau East Coast South and West Rural Rich Rural Poor

11; mi 11; mi 11; mi 11; I71j 11; mi

1. Paddy 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000
2. Other food crops/forestry 0.77 0.217 0.61 0.124 0.46 0.105 0.55 0.117 0.79 0.208
3. Export crops 0.00 0.000 0.50 0.016 0.50 0.010 0.50 0.020 0.50 0.000
4. Industrial crops 0.00 0.000 0.50 0.010 0.50 0.013 0.50 0.020 0.50 0.000
5. Livestock/fishing 1.00 0.030 1.00 0.050 1.00 0.050 1.00 0.097 1.00 0.050
6. Mines/energy/water 0.80 0.040 0.80 0.040 0.80 0.040 0.80 0.040 0.80 0.040
7. Rice milling 0.35 0.065 0.35 0.054 0.35 0.045 0.35 0.042 0.35 0.068
8. Food industries 1.50 0.293 1.50 0.350 1.50 0.391 1.40 0.341 1.50 0.279
9. Textile industries 1.50 0.101 1.50 0.101 1.50 0.101 1.40 0.106 1.50 0.101

10. Manufacturing industries 1.50 0.046 1.50 0.046 1.50 0.046 1.80 0.055 1.50 0.046
11. Construction 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000
12. Transport/communications 1.20 0.152 1.20 0.152 1.20 0.152 1.20 0.157 1.20 0.152
13. Commerce 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000 0.00 0.000
14. Services 1.20 0.092 1.20 0.092 1.20 0.092 1.00 0.077 1.20 0.092
15. Public administration 1.00 0.000 1.00 0.000 1.00 0.000 1.00 0.000 1.00 0.000

Total 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Note: Totals do not add up due to rounding.
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ENDOGENOUS LABOR SUPPLY

In order to simulate the large degree of underemployment and slackness in the
labor market in Madagascar, labor supply is modeled in most simulations as an
increasing function of the real wage. The rationale is that an increase in demand
for labor can elicit an increase in effective employment, not necessarily the
number of days worked, but in the number of hours of intensity of work. Labor
supply of each skill type, LC, is:

( J

BLE
[WA LC / PINDEX] LC

LS =LSO *
LC LC [WAOLC / PINDEXO ] ,

where the 0 indicates the level of the labor supply, nominal wage, and price
index in the base SAM, and BLELC is the elasticity of labor supply. Labor supply
for unskilled labor is modeled as extremely elastic, BLE =5.0. For semiskilled
and highly skilled labor, the labor supply elasticities are 3.0 and 0.5, respec
tively.

QUANTITATIVE RESTRICTIONS ON IMPORTS

Rents derived from import quotas are explicitly modeled in the simulations
involving quantitative restrictions on imports. For goods whose imports are
constrained by quotas, the tariff rate, TMj, becomes endogenous and the level of
imports Mj, is exogenously set to the quota level. Actual tariff revenues equal
the true (exogenous) import tariff rate, TMRj, times the ClF value of imports as
in equation 34. Quota rents, RENTSj, equal the excess of the implicit tariff, TMj,

over the true import tariff rate, TMj, times the ClF value of imports:

RENTSj= (TMj - TMRi) * PWMj * Mj . (80)

These rents are allocated entirely to urban rich (urban I) households.
Thus, for each commodity with quantitative restrictions on imports, the level

of imports is fixed exogenously while the import tariff (now representing the
implicit tariff) becomes exogenous. In addition, a new variable, RENTSj, is added
along with its defining equation.

In the calibration of the model, estimates of the implicit tariffs for 1984, rather
than the actual tariffs, are used to calculate values for the parameters in the CES

function which aggregates imports and domestically produced goods (Appendix
1, equations 10 and 12, respectively). The implicit tariffs used are 100 percent
for manufactured goods and 47 percent for rice.

This methodology for modeling quotas, while explicitly modeling the value
and allocation of quota rents, does not capture resources used to obtain quota
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rents as in Grais, de Melo, and Urata (1986). To the extent that resources are
used in obtaining the quota rents, the model understates the cost ofimport quotas
in terms of overall loss of economic output.

MODELING RICE SUBSIDIES

The simulations of Madagascar's policies since 1984 presented in this mono
graph model rice subsidies by fixing rice imports with a quota, The revised 1984
SAM used as a base for the calibration of the model reflects the initial dis
triubuiton of the implicit subsidies generated from imports of rice in 1984.

In 1984, subsidized rice imports covered nearly all urban demand in
Madagascar's major cities, but rural consumption of subsidized imported rice
was essentially zero. Domestic free market prices in urban areas exceeded
border prices for imported rice by 47 percent (the implicit tarriff). The SAM is
adjusted by increasing the value of rice imports (including tariffs) by 47 percent
over the historical value to FMG 26,391 million to reflect the implicit tariff. It
is assumed that urban households consume that much more rice, and their
consumption is allocated across urban households in proportion to their con
sumption in the base SAM.

The implicit subsidy deriving from access to purchases of rationed imported
rice can be modeled as a negative tax (TCX) on rice consumption of urban
households. Urban household demand for rice thus is:

PCih * ( 1- TCXih ) * CDHHih = CLESO ih + CLESl ih * Yh ... , (81)

where TCXih , the percentage subsidy on commodity i (in this case, rice) for
household h, is an exogenous variable.37

In the base run for 1984, TCXih for rice is set to = 0.1604 for urban households
so that the value of the subsidy exactly matches the implicit tariff revenues.
Savings of both the government and the marketing parastatals (part of formal!
enterprises) are left unchanged as the implicit tariffrevenues (paid by enterprises
to the government) are assumed to be balanced by additional government
subsidies to cover losses. Consumer demand is calibrated such that the value of
the subsidy is added to household disposable income and rice consumption is
valued at the free market price.

Dorosh et al. (1991) present the SAM that forms the database for the CGE

model. Several minor revisions were made to the published SAM for use in this
model. First, total savings of the rural rich households are set equal to zero (the
published SAM shows negative savings for these households). Savings of the

37 . "fi . h dTechmcally, TCX IS speci led as a parameter 10 t e GAMS co e.
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rural poor in the revised SAM are calculated as a residual. The other modifica
tions to the SAM involve transfers between institutions. Transfers are netted out38

and dividends of formal enterprises now accrue solely to urban I households
(instead of to the rural rich as well), thus lowering incomes of rural rich
households.

EQUATIONS OF THE DYNAMIC MODEL

In a multiperiod ("dynamic") simulation, the model is solved for each year of
the simulation sequentially, using the values for the previous year's solution to
update capital stocks. No forward-looking behavior or expectations are modeled
and in this sense the model is not truly dynamic.

Base labor supplies are updated using an exogenous growth rate, equal to the
overall population growth rate (2.8 percent) for each of the three types of labor
(highly skilled, skilled, and unskilled). Actual labor supply in each year of the
simulation is, still endogenously determined as a function of the base labor
supply and the real wage:

(82)

where LSGRLC,t is the exogenous growth rate of labor supply of type Le.
Capital stocks in each sector are updated using an exogenous rate of depre

ciation (DEPRiact) , gross private investment (DKiact), and gross government
investment by sector (GDKiact):

KiaCI,t+l =Kiacl,l * (1- DEPRiact) + DKiact + GDKiact ' (83)

Gross government investment by sector is determined as a constant· share of
total real government investment:

GDKiact = GKIOiact * GOV/IT . (84)

In the base run, exogenous macrovariables-(real government recurrent
expenditures (GDTOT), real government investment (Gov/IT), and foreign sav
ings (FSAv)-are kept constant in per capita terms. In the historical simulations
modeling import quotas on rice and manufactured goods, the import quota is
likewise increased by the population growth rate each year to maintain the quota
at constant per capita levels.

A simplified version of the GAMS code for the dynamic section of the model
follows. Note that all the statements from the line beginning LOOP(TP to the end

38 Transfer income is subtracted from the receiving household's income (lowering the household's
savings) and thus also subtracted from the source household's expenditures (increasing the source
household's savings).
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parentheses following the line "END OF DO LOOP" are all part of the loop repeated
for each simulation year.

**DYNAMIC MODEL CODE ** ** ** ** ** ** **

SET TP TIME PERIODS

T(TP) SIMULATIONS

ITO, Tl, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6 I

QELEV

QMOYEN

QBAS

GDTOT

GOVIVT

FSAV

T(TP) =NO;

T("TO") = YES;

*UPDATEDATA**

TABLE LSGR(LC,TP)

Tl

2.8
2.8
2.8

LSGR(LC,TP) =2.8 ;

TABLEMACGR(*,TP)

Tl

2.8
2.8
2.8

GROWTH RATES OF LABOR SUPPLY

T2 T3 T4 T5

2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8
2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8
2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8

GROWTH RATES FOR MACRO VARIABLES

T2 T3 T4 T5

2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8
2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8
2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8

POPHH(H) =100 ;
POPHHO(H) = 100 ;
POPHHTP(H,"TO") = 100 ;

*BOUCLAGE POUR LES SIMULATIONS DES POLITIQUES.

*FSAV.FX = FSAV.L * 1.1 ;

* DO LOOP BEGINS HERE. MODEL IS NOT SOLVED FOR'TO.

LOOP (TP $(ORD(TP) GE 2 AND ORD(TP) LE 7),
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OPTIONS ITERLIM=2000,LIMROW=0,LIMCOL=0 ;

OPTIONS SOLPRINT = OFF ;

SOLVE MAGCGE MAXIMIZING OMEGA USING NLP;

* STORE SOLUTIONS FOR EACH YEAR HERE

PCPIHH(H) = SUM(I,PHHWT(I,H)*PC.L(I)*(1-TCX(I,H») * 100 ;

PCPIHHB 100(H) = PCPIHH(H)/PCPIHHO(H) * 100 ;

PCPI = PINDEX.L * 100 ;

PCPIB 100 = PCPI/PCPIO * 100 ;

XDGR(I,"PROD") =100*(XPT.L(I)/XPTO(I) -1)$XPTO(l) ;

IMGR(lM," IMPORTS") =100*(M.L(lM)/MOB(lM) -1);

EXGR(lT,"EXPORTS") = lOO*(E.L(IT)/EOB(lT) - 1);

CDGR(I,"CONS") = 100*(CD.L(I)/CDO(I) - l)$CDO(I) ;

PWEGR(lT,"PWE") = 100*(PWE.L(lT)/PWEOB(IT) -1);

REALWAGR(LC, "REALWAGE") = 1OO*«WA.L(LC)/PCPI)/(WAOB(LC)/PCPIO)-I) ;

LSTPO(LC,TP) = LSO(LC) ;

LSTP(LC,TP) = LS.L(LC) ;

LABSUPCH(LC) = (LS.L(LC)/LSO(LC) - 1) * 100;

LSOCH(LC) = (LSO(LC)ILSTPO(LC,"TO") -1) * 100;

POPHHTP(H,TP) = POPHH(H) ;

* LANDTP(IACT,TP) = KTYPE("LAND",IACT) ;

GDPAGGTP("CONS","LEVEL",TP)=CDTOT;

GDPAGGTP("CONS","ABS-CHANGE",TP) == CDTOT-CDTOTO ;

GDPAGGTP("CONS","PCT-CHANGE",TP) = (CDTOT/CDTOTO -1)*100 ;

GDPAGGTP("GOVC","LEVEL",TP) = GDTOT.L ;

GDPAGGTP("GOVC","ABS-CHANGE",TP) = GDTOT.L-GDTOTO ;

GDPAGGTP("GOVC","PCT-CHANGE",TP) = (GDTOT.UGDTOTO -1)*100 ;

GDPAGGTP("GOVIVT","LEVEL" ,TP) = GOVIVT.L ;

GDPAGGTP("GOVIVT", "ABS-CHANGE",TP) = GOVIVT,L-GOVIVTO ;

GDPAGGTP("GOVIVT", "PCT-CHANGE",TP) = (GOVIVT.LlGOVIVTO -1)*100 ;

GDPAGGTP("PRIVIVT', "LEVEL",TP) = DKTOT.L ;

GDPAGGTP("PRIVIVT', "ABS-CHANGE",TP) = DKTOT.L-DKTOTO ;

GDPAGGTP("'PRIVIVT', "PCT-CHANGE",TP) = (DKTOT.LIDKTOTO - 1)*100 ;

GDPAGGTP("VSTOCK", "LEVEL",TP) = SUM(I,DST.L(I)) ;

GDPAGGTP("VSTOCK", "ABS-CHANGE",TP) =

GDPAGGTP("VSTOCK","LEVEL",TP)-SUM(I,DSTO(l» ;

GDPAGGTP("EXPORTS", "LEVEL",TP) = EXPORTOT*ER.L ;

GDPAGGTP("EXPORTS", "ABS-CHANGE",TP) = EXPORTOT*ER.L - EXPORTOTO*ERO ;

GDPAGGTP("EXPORTS", "PCT-CHANGE",TP) =

(EXPORTOT*ER.LI(EXPORTOTO*ERO) -1)*100;
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GDPAGGTP("IMPORTS", "LEVEL",TP) = IMPORTOT*ER.L ;

GDPAGGTP("IMPORTS", "ABS-CHANGE",TP) = IMPORTOT*ER.L - IMPORTOTO*ERO;

GDPAGGTP("IMPORTS", "PCT-CHANGE",TP) =

(IMPORTOT*ER.LI(IMPORTOTO*ERO) -1)* 100;

GDPAGGTP("TOTAL", "LEVEL",TP) = CDTOT + GDTOT.L + GOVIVT.L + DKTOT.L +

EXPORTOT*ER.L - IMPORTOT*ER.L + SUM(I,DST.L(I» ;

GDPAGGTP("TOTAL", "ABS-CHANGE",TP) =

GDPAGGTP("TOTAL","LEVEL",TP) - YGDPO ;

GDPAGGTP("TOTAL", "PCT-CHANGE",TP) = (GDPAGGTP("TOTAL","LEVEL",TP)

/YGDPO - 1)*100 ;

GDPAGGTP("GOVREV", "LEVEL",TP) = GR.UPGDP * 100 ;

GDPAGGTP("GOVREV", "ABS-CHANGE",TP) = (GR.UPGDP - GRO/PGDPO) * 100 ;

GDPAGGTP("GOVREV", "PCT-CHANGE",TP) = «(GR.LlPGDP) / (GRO/PGDPO»

-1)*100;

ERDEF = l00*(ER.UPGDP);

DISPLAY XDGR, IMGR, EXGR, CDGR, YGR, GDPGR, PCGR, PVAGR, PWEGR

* UPDATE VARIABLES HERE

LHH(LC,H) = LHHO(LC,H) * (l + SUM(T,LSGR(LC,TP»1l00) ;

LSTEST(LC) == LSO(LC)*(l + SUM(T,LSGR(LC,TP»/lOO)

DISPLAY LHHO, SHRLCHH ;

LSO(LC) = SUM(H,LHH(LC,H» ;

SHRLCHH(LC,H) = LHH(LC,H)/LSO(LC) ;

POPHH(H) = POPHH(H) * (1 + SUM(T,LSGR("QBAS",TP»/lOO) ;

DISPLAY LHH, LSO, SHRLCHH, LSTEST, LSGR, POPHH ;

* NOTE THAT T IS A SUBSET OF TP. ONLY T=TP IS USED.

KO(lACT) = K.L(lACT) ;

GDK(IACT) = GKIO(lACT)*GOVIVT.L ;

K.FX(lACT)=K.L(lACT)*(I-DEPR(IACT»+DK.L(lACT)+GDK(lACT) ;

TOTKAP(TP+l) = SUM(lACT,K.L(lACT» ;

TOTKAPCH = (TOTKAP(TP+1)/TOTKAP(TP) - 1)*100 ;

DISPLAY TOTKAP, TOTKAPCH ;

GDTOT.FX = GDTOT.L * (1 + SUM(T,MACGR("GDTOT",TP»/lOO) ;

GOVIVT.FX = GOVIVT.L * (l + SUM(T,MACGR("GOVIVT",TP»/lOO) ;

FSAV.FX = FSAV.L * (1 + SUM(T,MACGR("FSAV",TP»/lOO) ;

M.FX("RIZ-P") = M.L("RIZ-P") * (l + SUM(T,LSGR("QBAS",TP»1l00) ;

M.FX("MANF-P") = M.L("MANF-P") * (l + SUM(T,LSGR("QBAS",TP»/lOO) ;

DISPLAY GDTOT.L, GDTOTO, GOVIVT.L, GOVIVTO, FSAV.L, FSAVO ;
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XPTATP(lACT,TP) =100 * (XPTACT.L(lACT)/POPHHTP("URB 1",TP»

I (XPTACTO(lACT)/POPHHTP("URB 1","TO"» ;

RWAGETP(LC,TP) =100 * (WA.L(LC)/PCPI) I(WAOB(LC)/PCPIO)

PGDPTP(TP) = PGDP;

PCPITP(TP) = PCPI ;

DISCRATE(TP) = DISCRATE(TP-l)*(1 + DRATE) ;

) ;

*END OF DO LOOP

DISPLAY GDPAGGTP, XPTATP, RWAGETP, PGDPTP, PCPITP, POPHHTP ;



Appendix D:
Base Runs

Using the 1984
and 1989 SAMS

The simulation results presented in Chapters 4 and 5 compare policy simulations
with a "base run," which models a continuation of the policies and external
conditions (world prices) from the base year (1984 for the historical simulations
in Chapter 4 and 1989 for the current policy simulations in Chapter 5). In the
base runs, population grows at a constant exogenous rate, capital stock is
determined by the previous period's capital stock and investment and current
depreciation, and the macroeconomic variables determining closure (foreign
savings and government recurrent and capital expenditures) are held constant
in per capita terms.

Table D.l shows the change in major variables in the base run using the 1984
SAM. The growth rate in real GDP is 11.0 percent, slightly lower than the 14.8
percent increase in population during the five-year period. The simulation
suggests that if the level of investment and foreign capital flows of 1984 had
been maintained, real output of the Malagasy economy would have fallen in per
capita terms due to a net depreciation of the capital stock. Agricultural output
increases by only 8.3 percent in the 1984-1989 base run, as no technical change
or area expansion is modeled and most investment goes toward industry and
services. Real household incomes exceed the population growth rate only for
the urban rich households, with the largest declines in per capita incomes
suffered by small farmers on the Plateau and the West and South regions.

Creating the base run for the current policy simulations first required a SAM

for 1989, which was created by running the model with the levels of per capita
government spending and foreign savings, as well as world prices of major
commodities, set to their 1989 values (Banque des Donnees de Etat unpublished
data). Tariff and export tax rates are also set to their average values (Table D.2).
Neither labor supply nor capital is updated to 1989 levels, but this makes no
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Table 0.1 - Growth Rates of Main Aggregates and Incomes,
1984-1989

Growth
1984 1984-89

Real GDP (market prices) 1,765.9 11.0

Private consumption 1,492.6 10.6

Total real investment 122.4 13.9

Private investment 79.0 13.4

Government investment 43.4 14.8

Government consumption 173.3 14.8

Real exchange rate 100.0 -0.8

Exports (million dollars) 386.7 12.9
Imports (million dollars) 457.9 13.2
Foreign savings (million dollars) 71.2 14.8

Sectoral production (billion FMG)
Agriculture 719.3 8.3
Industry 747.2 12.5

Formal 383.0 20.2
Informal 364.2 4.3

Services 995.8 15.0
Formal 389.3 19.8
Informal 606.6 11.9

Public administration 203.8 14.8

Total 2,666.2 12.5

Household incomes
Urban I (high-income) 100.0 18.6
Urban II (middle-income) 100.0 12.8
Urban III (low-income) 100.0 10.1
Small farm Plateau 100.0 7.3
Small farm East 100.0 10.6
Small farm WesVSouth 100.0 6.3
Large farm rural high income 100.0 8.8
Nonfarm rural low income 100.0 8.0

Total 100.0 10.5

Source: Model simulations.
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Table 0.2 - Closure for Generation of 1989 SAM

*** BOUCLAGE POUR LA NOUVELLE SIMULATION DE BASE ***

PARAMETER POPGR ;

POPGR = 1.14806;

PWM.FX("AUTC-P") = PWMO("AUTC-P")* 1.64;

PWM.FX("ELEV-P") = PWMO("ELEV-P")* 1.0 ;

PWM.FX("ENER-P") = PWMO("ENER-P")* 0.6 ;

PWM.FX("RIZ-P") = PWMO("RIZ-P")* 1.04 ;

PWM.FX("ALlM-P") = PWMO("ALlM-P")* 0.66;

PWM.FX(''TEXT-P") = PWMO(''TEXT-P")* 0.75;

PWM.FX("MANF-P") = PWMO("MANF-P")* 0.96 ;

PWEO("AUTC-P") = PWEO("AUTC-P")* 1.0 ;

PWEO("CEXP-P") = PWEO("CEXP-P")* 0.6 ;

PWEO("ELEV-P") = PWEO("ELEV-P")* 0.996 ;

PWEO("ENER-P") = PWEO("ENER-P")* 1.0 ;

PWEO("ALlM-P") = PWEO("ALlM-P")* 1.0 ;

PWEO('TEXT-P") = PWEO(''TEXT-P'')* 1.12 ;

PWEO("MANF-P") = PWEO("MANF-P")* 1.0 ;

PWE.L(IT) = PWEO(IT) ;

TM.FX("AUTC-P")=O.136; TM.FX("ELEV-P")=O.098; TM.FX("ENER-P")=O.106 ;

TM.FX("RIZ-P")=O.OOO; TM.FX("ALlM-P")=0.255; TM.FX(''TEXT-P'')=OAOO ;

TM.FX("MANF-P")=0.334 ;

TE("CEXP-P")=O.72 ;

GDTOT.FX = 184.2/ POPGR ;

GOVIVT.FX = 73.5 / POPGR ;

FSAV.FX = (136.7/1.6034) / POPGR ;

TCX(I,H) = a ;

difference to the percentage changes calculated in this report.39 As shown in
Table D.3, the 1989 simulated GOP is slightly higher (4.2 percent) than the actual
GOP. The major difference between the simulated and actual levels' for 1989 is
the level of government investment caused by differences in the definition of
investment.40

The base run beginning with 1989 is similar to that beginning in 1984. Real
GOP grows by only 2.5 percent over the five-year period, as the levels of foreign

39 An alternative method of constructing a ·1989 base SAM would have been to run a dynamic
simulation from 1984 to 1989 to trace the path of the economy over time. Sensitivity analysis of the·
policy simulations run in Chapter 5 showed that the choice of base year (in this case 1984 and 1989)
made little difference to the policy results reported as percentage changes vis avis the base run.

40 It should be noted that the difference in the level of foreign savings arises because the change in
foreign savings calculated for the base run was measured in absolute tenus (million 1984 dollars)
rather than as a percentage.
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Table 0.3 - Growth in Major Aggregates, 1989-1994

1989 Level 1989 Level Growth
Actual Simulation 1989-1994

Real GDP (market prices) 1,903.6 1,982.6 9.5

Private consumption 1,468.8 1,647.8 9.1

Total real investment 255.0 166.8 13.5

Private investment 70.5 93.3 14.9

Government investment 184.5 73.5 14.8

Government consumption 184.2 184.2 14.8

Real government revenue 204.8 9.7

Real exchange rate n.a. n.a. -2.3

Exports 421.0 370.0 10.7
Imports 428.8 455.2 10.9
Foreign savings 7.8 85.3 11.7

Sectoral production
Agricultu re 610.9 807.2 7.5
Industry 216.8 829.9 11.2

Formal 425.5 18.0
Informal 404.4 4.1

Services 743.7 1,159.6 13.6
Formal 351.3 18.1
Informal 808.3 11.7

Public administration 110.6 217.1 11.7

Total 1,682.0 3,013.8 11.2

Household incomes
Urban I (high-income) 203.5 16.6
Urban II (middle-income) 150.2 11.3
Urban III (low-income) 30.1 9.5
Small farm Plateau 193.0 6.2
Small farm East 203.5 9.0
Small farm West/South 157.4 5.4
Large farm rural high income 472.7 7.8
Nonfarm rural low income 45.4 7.1

Total 1,455.8 9.1

Source: Directorate Generale de la Banque des Donnees de I'Etat (computer files)
and model simulations.
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capital inflows and real investment are somewhat higher in per capita terms than
in the base 1984-1989 simulation. Again, the agriculture sector lags behind the
other sectors in terms of output growth for the same reasons as in the 1984-1989
base simulation. Patterns of household income growth are likewise similar to
those in the 1984-1989 base simulation.



Appendix E:
Simulation Results

under Alternative
Assumptions

Table E.1 - Investment Boom and Stabilization with Inelastic Labor
Supply: Simulation Result 1a

Investment Boom . Stabilization
Year 1 Year 3 Year 6

Real GDP (market prices) 1.30 0.34 -2.00
Private consumption 1.99 0.54 -2.39
Total real investment 14.51 1.72 -17.63
Private investment 22.31 2.67 -27.88
Government investment 0.00 0.00 0.00
Government consumption 0.00 0.00 0.00
Government revenue -0.78 -0.28 0.43

Real exchange rate -3.61 -1.01 1.25

Exports (million $) -3.19 -0.77 1.98
Imports (million $) 8.42 1.14 -7.88
Fo~eign savings/GDP 70.23 11.43 -61.63

Sectoral production
Agriculture 0.27 0.03 -0.70
Industry 1.33 0.64 -2.96

Formal 1.91 1.21 -4.52
Informal 0.67 -0.06 -0.90

Services 0.04 0.32 -0.09
Formal 2.08 0.67 -1.99
Informal -1.00 0.24 0.90

Public administration -0.04 0.00 0.06
Total 0.51 0.34 -1.16

Household incomes
Urban I (high-income)

Total income -4.15 1.21 3.20
Nonrent income 20.97 2.28 -21.95

Urban II (middle-income) 7.18 1.52 -11.38
Urban III (low-income) 2.41 0.53 -4.39
Small farm Plateau 1.98 0.42 -2.37
Small farm East Coast 1.73 0.29 -2.79
Small farm West/South 1.88 J 0.34 -2.60
Large farm rural high-income 2.96 0.24 -4.40
Nonfarm rural low-income 1.68 0.17 -3.03

Total 1.70 0.59 -3.03

Source: Model simulations.



Table E.2 - Increased Rice Imports with Inelastic Labor Supply:
Simulation Result 2a

Increased Rice Imports
Year 1 Year 6

Real GOP (market prices) -0.10 0.04
Private consumption 0.27 0.39
Total real investment 6.68 7.54
Private investment 10.27 11.93
Government investment 0.00 0.00
Government consumption 0.00 0.00
Government revenue 2.52 1.88

Real exchange rate 0.98 0.46

Exports (million $) 0.09 0.11
Imports (million $) 6.30 6.20
Foreign savings/GoP 0.83 0.84

Sectoral production
Agriculture -1.26 -1.49
Industry -0.46 -0.16

Formal 0.13 -0.96
Informal -1.12 -1.63

Services 0.08 0.45
Formal -0.66 -0.08
Informal 0.49 0.89

Public administration 0.02 0.02

Total -0.45 -0.25

Household incomes
Urban I (high-income)

Total income 1.51 2.34
Noment income -0.50 ' -0.73

Urban II (middle-income) 0.98 0.73
Urban III (low-income) 1.55 0.78
Small farm Plateau -0.14 -0.23
Small farm East Coast -0.05 0.01
Small farm West/South -0.49 -0.47
Large farm rural high-income -0.54 -0.58
Nonfarm rural low-income 2.09 0.80

Total 0.22 0.33

Source: Model simulations.
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Table E.3 - Trade Liberalization with Inelastic Labor Supply:
Simulation Results 3a and 4a

Simulation 4a-
Liberalization

with 20 Percent
Simulation 3a- Reduction in

Liberalization Foreign Savings

Year 1 Year 6 Year 1 Year 6

. Real GDP (market prices) 1.16 2.51 0.97 2.23
Private consumption 0.28 1.35 -0.26 0.76
Total real investment 12.15 18.81 10.05 15.88
Private investment 18.69 29.75 15.45 25.12
Government investment 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Government consumption 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Government revenue 5.04 7.68 6.34 8.86

Real exchange rate 9.93 14.96 13.49 18.17

Exports (million $) 4.59 7.21 6.27 8.76
Imports (million $) 3.86 6.09 2.11 4.30
Foreign savings/GDP 0.00 0.00 -0.42 -0.43

Sectoral production
Agriculture 0.53 0.88 0.56 0.89
Industry 0.94 2.96 0.73 2.52

Formal 1.73 5.54 1.50 4.89
Informal 0.05 -0.41 -0.14 -0.58

Services -0.19 0.47 -0.22 0.34
Formal 1.50 2.60 1.22 2.29
Informal -1.10 -0.49 -1.02 -0.56

Public administration -0.08 -0.10 -0.09 -0.11

Total 0.36' 1.37 0.29 1.18

Household incomes
Urban I (high-income)

Total income -13.80 -14.31 -15.50 -15.91
Nonrent income 20.41 29.36 18.39 27.23

Urban II (middle-income) 5.65 10.95 4.74 9.78
Urban III (low-income) 1.71 3.52 1.35 3.08
Small farm Plateau 1.82 3.09 1.62 2.83
Small farm East Coast 2.75 4.57 2.86 4.59
Small farm West/South 1.81 2.88 1.65 2.67
Large farm rural high-income 2.27 3.04 1.90 2.75
Nonfarm rural low-income 1.07 1.50 0.81 1.31

Total -0.29 0.64 -0.83 0.05

Source: Model simulations.



Table E.4 - Increased Rice Imports with Larger Substitution
Elasticities

Increased Rice Imports
Year 1 Year 6

Real GDP (market prices) -0.09 0.04
Private consumption 0.25 0.35
Total real investment 7.05 7.99
Private investment 10.88 12.54
Government investment 0.00 0.00
Government consumption 0.00 0.00
Government revenue 2.61 1.95

Real exchange rate 0.95 0.42

Exports (million $) 0.09 0.10
Imports (million $) 6.30 6.24
Foreign savings/GDP 0.83 0.85

Sectoral production
Agriculture -1.40 -1.69
Industry -0.47 -0.15

Formal 0.22 1.10
Informal -1.26 -1.81

Services 0.10 0.46
Formal -0.53 -0.01
Informal 0.45 0.87

Public administration 0.02 0.02

Total -0.49 -0.29

Household incomes
Urban I (high-income)

Total income 2.30 3.08
Noment income -0.98 -1.23

Urban II (middle-income) 0.56 0.32
Urban III (low-income) 1.43 0.66
Small farm Plateau -0.28 -0.37
Small farm East Coast -0.18 -0.12
Small farm West/South -0.62 -0.60
Large farm rural high-income -0.72 -0.79
Nonfarm rural low-income 2.05 0.72

Total 0.20 0.31

Source: Model simulations.
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Table E.5 - Rice Policy Simulations with Larger Substitution
Elasticities

Revised Parameters

Fertilizer Increased
Fertilizer Imports with Tariff on Rice
Imports Capital Inflow Imports

Year 1 Year 6 Year1 Year 6 Year 1 Year6

Real GDP (market prices) 0.57 0.55 0.64 0.64 -0.47 -0.17
Private consumption 0.59 0.51 0.92 0.83 -0.41 -0.14
Total real investment 0.69 1.13 1.56 2.27 -1.24 -0.49
Private investment 1.21 1.93 2.75 3.88 -2.18 -0.85
Government investment 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Government consumption 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Government revenue 2.06 2.37 1.96 2.21 -3.54 -0.76

Real exchange rate 0.47 0.88 -0.67 -0.02 -3.26 -0.51

Exports (million $) 0.34 1.39 -0.82 0.05 -3.47 -0.92
Imports (million $) 0.28 1.12 1.31 1.99 -2.78 -0.74
Foreign savings/GDP 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.29 0.00 0.00

Sectoral production
Agriculture 0.79 0.47 0.74 0.44 0.23 0.12
Industry 1.03 0.89 1.17 1.20 0.08 -0.04

Formal 0.67 0.76 0.85 1.19 -0.20 -0.22
Informal 1.45 1.06 1.55 1.21 0.40 0.21

Services 0.38 0.34 0.49 0.51 -0.46 -0.15
Formal 0.58 0.48 0.90 0.86 -0.59 -0.23
Informal 0.38 0.37 0.41 0.46 -0.54 -0.15

Public administration 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 -0.02 0.00

Total 0.70 0.56 0.78 0.72 -0.10 -0.04

Household incomes
Urban I (high-income) 1.53 1.34 2.87 2.57 -0.91 -0.33
Urban II (middle-income) 1.51 1.14 1.85 1.47 -1.55 -0.29
Urban III (low-income) 1.96 1.28 2.21 1.42 -2.46 -0.34
Small farm Plateau 0.51 0.32 0.62 0.44 -0.29 -0.08
Small farm East Coast 0.27 0.35 0.34 0.45 -0.46 -0.15
Small farm West/South 0.26 0.14 0.34 0.23 0.03 -0.04
Large farm rural high-income 0.08 0.04 0.37 0.28 0.23 -0.02
Nonfarm rural low-income 2.10 1.32 2.45 1.52 -2.36 -0.31

Total 0.64 0.52 1.01 0.87 -0.44 -0.14

Source: Model simulations.
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